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Executive

Summary
Introduction
This 2021 Parks and Recreation Master Plan has been written to provide clarity and direction for parks, trails, programs, facilities,
partnerships, pricing, level of service, and a community leadership role that the Department of Parks and Recreation will pursue
for a period of the next ten years. The expected outcome following the adoption of this master plan by the city council is that there
will be a culture change that moves the Department from its historical community role of passive involvement and below average
level of service to one that assumes an active leadership role with strong community support, thriving partnerships, and funding
that will allow for the implementation projects that are detailed in this report to be completed.

Current Community Challenges
During the time spent by the consultant in the community to develop this 2021 Master Plan, it has been abundantly clear from
stakeholders, citizens-at-large, and organized special interest groups that there is a desire for change to all things related to the
Department of Parks and Recreation. Highly rated needs for change that have been noted are:
1. To create a new culture that allows the Department to take a more active role in community development by intentionally
leveraging its resources and partnerships to increase community pride and spur economic growth
2. To capitalize on the current level of support from community leaders to identify dedicated funding sources from within the city
structure and outside sources of funding from grants, donations, foundations, and earned income to significantly elevate the
level of service from what it has been to what it needs to be as detailed in this report
3. To revisit existing partnerships for the purpose of implementing a new contractual approach that results in each party
contributing their fair share for the resources that are needed to host successful activities and events in Carthage

Master Planning Strategies
Three primary strategies have been used to develop this master plan. Each has been selected as it provides a logic that assists the
community and its leaders to make informed decisions. Each of the three strategies is described below.

Level of Service Planning (LOS)
There are no nationally accepted standards for determining ideal levels of service for parks, indoor recreation centers, athletic
fields, trails, and other recreation facilities. A standard for parks and recreation cannot be universal, nor can one city be compared
with another even though they are similar in many respects. Each city must determine its appropriate LOS required to meet the
specific needs of its residents. This report details the appropriate LOS for Carthage based on its own unique needs and resources.

Experience Planning
Experience planning is understanding the value that the experience holds for the individual that determines its worth. Selected
experiences that are valued by the citizens of Carthage and provided by the Park and Recreation Department are listed below.
The challenge for the City is to identify a funding source that can be applied to these experiences in a manner that elevates and
sustains them at a high level. Selected experiences valued by Carthage residents include:
• Social interaction at special events and the Farmer’s Market
• Health and wellness opportunities such as trails and exercise classes
• Outdoor education and environmental access

Financial Investment Strategy
The allocation of resources for planned improvements for Carthage, just like all communities, will be challenging. These reasons
are expected to be challenges for Carthage:
• Prioritization of projects may not be universally accepted
• The length of time between the identification of a need, its funding, and project completion requires patience
• There is a delicate balance between the allocation of resources for taking care of what we have, for enhancing what we have,
and for investing in a new vision or trend
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Citizen Preferences
The public engagement piece of the master planning process included key stakeholder interviews, focus groups, public meetings,
and a statistically valid citizen survey. The outcome from this process was captured in the results of the statistically valid citizen
survey with emphasis on a priority investment rating (PIR) as calculated by the ETC Market Research Institute. The survey’s
results for the highest rated recreation programs in priority order of their PIR rating was:
• Highest priority rating for new facilities include:
◦ Farmer’s Market
◦ Trails
◦ Restrooms
◦ Outdoor Water Park
◦ Natural park and preserve
◦ Indoor running/walking track
• Highest priority rating for recreation programs include:
◦ Adult fitness and wellness programs
◦ History and museums
◦ Outdoor environmental/nature camps/programs
◦ Senior programs
◦ Exercise classes
◦ Community special events

Project Prioritization Approach
Prioritization of projects was finalized by using evaluation filters that each potential project needs to be weighed against:
1. Citizen preferences - As expressed and supported in the statistically valid survey (PIR rating), focus groups, public meetings,
steering committee meetings,
2. Political realities as commonly understood by past actions
3. Geographic considerations – Relationship between the project and the location where most users live
4. Life cycle of the program – Evaluation of the popularity of the program to determine if it is growing, stable/mature, or
declining
5. Demographics – Assessment of demographic characteristics that will affect the success of the project, including age,
household income, ethnicity, education, and gender
6. Facilities provided by the city and others – Availability of facilities provided by the city and others such as the private sector,
churches, schools, and not-for-profits (YMCA)
7. Best practices in the park and recreation profession – Consideration of the successes of other highly recognized agencies
throughout the United States
8. Quality of life – Understanding of how the project adds quality to life in the community
9. Consideration for equitable citizen access to quality parks and facilities
10. Revenue-producing capability – Is the project capable of producing revenue from users and visitors? If so, what percentage
(25%, 50%, 75% or 100%)?
11. Safety and Security – Will the project reduce issues related to safety and security?

Organizational Recommendations
Administrative
• Culture Change - The Director of Parks and Recreation should continue to work proactively to change the organizational
culture of the past, from one which assumed a passive community role into one of a more active leadership role
• Community Development Role - The Director of Parks and Recreation should work with the city administration and community
leaders to re-position the Department to assume a leadership role with community development. One potential role is to lead
all tourism-related activities
• Organizational Capacity – As a new community leadership role for the Department is defined, its capacity will need to be
upgraded to allow for new staff that is qualified to fill the expertise that will be required, e.g. marketing, website management,
public information, and administrative support
• Trails Planning - Create a Trails Master Plan
• Data-driven Agency - Acquire asset management and work order system software to support a full commitment to becoming
performance-based and data-driven
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• Abandon Existing Facilities:
◦ Abandon Carl Lewton Stadium because it has no tenant
◦ Abandon and replace the existing aquatic facility at Municipal Park to be replaced by a contemporary aquatic facility
◦ Abandon the use of land referred to as a park (West Bottoms Park) due to its location, cost to develop and provide access,
and flooding issues

Policies
• Partnerships - Revise all partnership agreements to clarify cost recovery and management expectations
• Pricing and Cost Recovery - Develop a Cost Recovery and Pricing Policy
• Staff Training – A Staff Training Policy should be developed to define the Department’s commitment to educating and
preparing its staff for current and future responsibilities

Customers
• Department Processes - Review all Department processes to align with national best practices, e.g., facility and program
reservations
• Core Services - Identify core services, either as a facilitator or direct provider, and align resources to the core. Non-core
activities should be evaluated to determine if other community providers are available to organize and produce them

Staff
• Staff Training - Invest dollars annually for staff training
• Succession Planning – Staff should be eligible for consideration for advancement as their skills and opportunities present
themselves

Financial
• Dedicated Funding - Seek dedicated funding from city sources to elevate the current level of service to a higher level as
detailed in the master plan
• Other Funding Sources - Seek non tax supported funding from earned income, grants, and foundation revenue to support
capital and operational needs of the Department

Project Recommendations
Funding Category 1 - Funding to maintain what we have
• General park upgrades as detailed in Chapter 5 (Park Assessment Chapter) of this report
• Maintenance Management – Seek funding for an additional 4,762 man hours per year as detailed in Chapter 6 (Maintenance
Assessment) of this report
• Seek funding to address the deferred maintenance projects as detailed in the Appendix of this report
Funding Category 2 - Funding to expand what we have
• Trails and Blueways (Map on Page 78 of this report)
◦ Continue to support existing looped trails, or develop new looped trails at Freer, Carter, Municipal, Fair Acres, and Central
Parks
◦ Evaluate the potential for a blueway trail on Spring River
◦ Evaluate the best connection from the Municipal Park area to the Ruby Jack Trail
• Elite Baseball Field - In collaboration with R-9, upgrade an existing ball field at Fair Acres Park to replace Carl Lewton Stadium
• Implement the design concepts for Kellogg, Carter, Municipal, and Central Parks:
◦ Kellogg
∙ Lake improvements – boardwalk, fishing docks, lake deepening, water edge improvements
∙ New restroom and nature play area
∙ Upgrades to several existing park amenities (disc golf, river access, signage, shelters)
◦ Carter
∙ Updated soccer pitch and futsal courts
∙ Updated playground and new sprayground area
∙ New community garden
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◦ Municipal
∙ New community building
∙ New modern aquatic park and sprayground
∙ New destination multi-generational playground
∙ Repurposing of Carl Lewton Stadium for other uses
∙ Dog Park
∙ Upgrades to the fairground amenities
◦ Central
∙ New Farmer’s Market
∙ New playground and new sprayground area
∙ Renovation of existing shelter and addition of event lawn space
Funding Category 3 – Funding for a new trend or vision
• Land acquisition in the southern part of the community

Summary of Recommendations
The recommendations that are detailed in this Chapter are aligned with the Level of Service, Experiences, and Funding Strategies
that have been identified during the planning process and for which citizen and community leaders have expressed support. Key
elements of these recommendations include:

Venues Model
The history of the Carthage Park System is one of a Venues Model. Venues for sports, aquatics, golf, youth fair activities, and
special events have always required citizens to travel to those activities from their residence. This report does not affect that
history in any way.

Cost/Benefit Analysis
All recommended projects are appropriate for a community the size of Carthage and observed in park systems beginning in 1896.
Individual and Community Benefits - The entire community will directly or indirectly benefit from this Master Plan’s
recommendations by making Carthage a better place to live, work, and play (a community benefit) and by providing upgraded
opportunities to enjoy health and wellness benefits (an individual benefit).
Costs - From a cost perspective, the availability of funding from outside sources (grants, earned income, and foundations), will
soften the demand for tax-supported funding for capital projects. Costs for taking care of what we have will rely on tax-supported
funding and will compete with other city priorities.

Community Development
As this 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan is implemented, the Department of Parks and Recreation will begin to align with
the characteristics of a High-Performance Agency. Communities who are home to a High-Performance Park and Recreation
Department find it easier to retain and attract residents, businesses, industry, and sales tax revenue due to the social,
environmental, and economic benefits they provide, all of which are the characteristics of a High Performance Agency. Project

Costs
The consultant has developed an opinion of probable costs for four community parks for which design concepts were developed by
the consultant and for general park upgrades to all parks in the system. The opinion of probable costs is located in the Appendix of
this master plan document.
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Needs Assessment

Chapter 1

Summary of Historical Documents

Chapter 1

Summary of Historical Documents
Introduction
The City of Carthage has participated in numerous planning studies for the past 20 years. Regardless of the type of study,
one cannot deny the consistent mention of the park and recreation system. Often noted is the relationship between parks and
recreation and the economy, environment, health and wellness, quality of life, tourism, history, and sense of place. Below are very
brief summaries of planning documents between 2000 and 2017.

2000 - Carl Lewton (Rock Park) Stadium Study
A study was completed, and funding was allocated for various upgrades to the Carl Lewton Stadium in 2000. Included in the
upgrades were concession stand, restroom, locker room, storage, and an indoor activity area; a canopy addition to the grandstand;
installation of an irrigation system; and a new scoreboard.

2009 - City Comprehensive Plan by Planning Works
The city’s comprehensive plan makes numerous references to the benefits of having a strong Department of Parks and Recreation.
For example:
• Continue public investments in parks, trails, and open space amenities that serve residents and visitors and target those
investments to support tourism-related development.
• Improve Safe Routes to School to help address the alarming rise of childhood obesity and the associated rates of childhood
obesity and the associated chronic health disorders, including Type II diabetes and asthma. According to the Federal Highway
Administration, the number of school children that walk or ride a bike to school has dropped from 50% in 1969 to less than
15% today.
• The value of a strong park system, open space, trails, and protection of the environment.

2011 – Downtown Revitalization Plan by Drury University
The 2011 Downtown Revitalization Plan referenced several improvements/changes that are often linked to a Park and Recreation
Department. For example, the report references:
• To increase activity downtown, a diversified economic base must be created. This would include venues that attract all age
groups such as a youth center, a Civil War Museum, a children’s museum, live performance venues, shopping, and cultural
display space.
• Creating family-oriented centers, such as a children’s museum, would promote community interaction in the area.
• Having community activities in the downtown, like art walks and live performances, will bring residents of Carthage and the
surrounding communities to the downtown.
• Efforts should begin to promote a more pedestrian and bicyclist friendly community that will help to link the various sections
of the community to the city center. Well-marked and pleasant routes in and around the city center will stimulate more and
safer citizen participation

2013 - Carthage Connect 2040 by The Drury Center for Community Studies
This study created a vision for the development of the community’s parks and recreation activities over the next 20 years. It
outlines issues, concerns, and recommendations for helping the community of Carthage become a more socially, economically,
environmentally vibrant, and healthy city. This report provided comments in several categories.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Administrative
Economic
Budget
Social
Physical
Conservation
Active Living
Social Integration
The Carthage Image
Synthesis: Existing/New Parks
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2015 - TranSystems Bicycle Route Master Plan
The city approved a bicycle route master plan created by TranSystems on August 11, 2015. Data for the report was collected from
The Missouri Department of Transportation, the City of Carthage, and its Police Department. Recommendations encouraged shared
lanes, bike lanes, and wide shoulders.

2016 - Drury University Park System Assessment
A report was created in 2016 with specific projects listed for Phase I, II, and III. Phase I emphasized “projects to enhance the
park system”, Phase II emphasized “projects to expand the park system”, and Phase III emphasized “projects to connect the park
system”.

2017 - Community of Christ Carthage Children’s Choir Peace Questionnaire
Community of Christ Carthage Children’s Choir (C5) and the Carthage Community of Christ congregation hosted an opportunity at
Food Truck Friday for approximately 200 attendees to stop by and comment on several questions:
•
•
•
•

What do you do for peace?
What does Carthage need?
What do you love about Carthage?
What can be done to promote peace in Carthage?

Summary of Reports Prepared by Others
•
•
•
•

There are numerous community benefits that accrue from a strong well-rounded park system.
There is a need for increased funding to address capital, operations, and maintenance costs that the Department is faced with.
Many comments in several of the reports have been validated by national research from reliable sources.
Many of the stakeholders who were interviewed as part of the development of this comprehensive master plan spoke of many
of the comments previously made in the reports that are outlined in this chapter.

Relevance to the Development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan
Preferences for a quality park system have been recognized for many years by several different planning initiatives. The historical
preference for quality parks and programs must be carried forward in the 2021 Master Plan to respect the past while building for
the future.
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Chapter 2

Public Engagement
Introduction
Several opportunities were offered to citizens during the planning process to make sure their voice was heard. The table below
details the order and the reason for doing it.

Table 1: Public Engagement Process
Public Engagement Venue

Reason

Step One – Stakeholder Interviews in November 2020

To identify key issues facing the community so the issues can be used to
develop the citizen survey instrument

Step Two – Citizen Survey distributed in January 2021

To test key issues in the survey process

Step Three – Focus Group and individual meetings with special
To have a conversation with community leaders about their in-depth
interest groups throughout the process to include the JCYF, Kellogg meaning of the survey results and other relevant data collected during
Lake Advisory Committee, sports association leaders, business
the planning process
community leaders
Step Four – Public Meeting in September 2021

To seek public input about the survey results and listen to other ideas
and/or suggestions they may have about the park system

Step Five – Weekly meetings with the Director of Parks and
Recreation throughout the entire planning process

To coordinate the consultant team’s work with the Director to ensure
that the development of the master plan is accurate, thorough, and
aligned with current city thinking about its preferred future for its park
and recreation system
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Public Engagement Venues and Summary of Comments Received
Stakeholder Interviews
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partnerships
Park System Upgrades
The need for more Department management of users of city-owned facilities who organize and produce recreation programs
Athletic field upgrades and need an alternative for Rock Park Stadium
Need to upgrade the Department’s marketing effort
Trails are in demand
The Jasper County Youth Fair Area in Municipal Park needs upgrades
There is a need to upgrade citizen access to aquatics, e.g., splashpads, waterpark, regional competitive aquatic facility
Consider adapting to recreation trends, e.g., disk golf, futsal, kayaking, bike track, dog park
Consider Big Ideas, e.g., Precious Moments Property acquisition, walking bridge over Spring River at Kellogg Pak, water trails
on Spring River, a gifts catalogue to generate revenue

Citizen Survey
• Highest priority rating for new facilities include:
◦ Farmer’s Market
◦ Trails
◦ Restrooms
◦ Outdoor Water Park
◦ Natural park and preserve
◦ Indoor running/walking track
• Highest priority rating for recreation programs include:
◦ Adult fitness and wellness programs
◦ History and museums
◦ Outdoor environmental/nature camps/programs
◦ Senior programs
◦ Exercise classes
◦ Community special events

Focus Groups and Individual Meetings
• JCYF – provided detailed feedback about potential design changes to Municipal Park that would benefit the organization and
production of the annual fair
• Kellogg Lake Board – provided detailed feedback about potential design changes to Kellogg Lake Park that would benefit the
park’s ability to host daily users and special events that occur at that park
• Sports Associations – provided detailed feedback about their needs for field upgrades
• Business Leaders – provided insights about their vision for the community and how the Department of Parks and Recreation
could reorganize to advance that vision

Public Meeting
• New design concepts for Municipal Park, Kellogg Lake Park, Carter Park, and Central Park were well received
• Support for trails, aquatics, and general park upgrades.

Relevance to the development of the 2021 Parks and Recreation Master Plan
The public engagement opportunities provided throughout the planning process ensure that the final report reflects citizen
preferences for their park system.
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Chapter 3

Demographics and Psychographics
Introduction
Informed decisions about how best to understand the individual and community park and recreation preferences in Carthage
and its primary, secondary, and tertiary market areas, are greatly enhanced by using a combination of U.S. Census Data for
demographic analysis and ESRI data for psychographic analysis.
Because this chapter relies exclusively on the use of G.I.S. and ESRI Technology to understand the demographic and psychographic
profile of the Carthage community and its market area, a description of each is offered below:
Description of GIS – A geographic information system (GIS) is a framework for gathering, managing, and analyzing data. Rooted
in the science of geography, GIS integrates many types of data. It analyzes spatial location and organizes layers of information
into visualizations using maps and 3D scenes. With this unique capability, GIS reveals deeper insights into data, such as patterns,
relationships, and situations—helping users make smarter decisions.
Description of ESRI - Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI) is a mapping and marketing research firm that uses GIS
information that is subsequently applied to Demographics and Psychographic Data.
Description of Psychographics - Psychographics broadens the scope from focusing on who a person is (demographics), to what
that person believes in. Psychographics identifies lifestyle habits, values, attitudes, and other defining attributes. While the
demographics of a community provide the underlying framework for understanding a community, real similarities and differences
are determined by more subtle lifestyle factors such as how residents live, work, learn, and play. For example, three communities
could have similar proportions of young families, yet those young families could differ from one another in terms of education,
income, number of people in the household, etc.
Description of Primary, Secondary, and Tertiary Market Area – For this study, demographic and psychographic data is provided for
a 30, 60, and 90-mile radius from downtown Carthage.
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Carthage Demographic Data - U.S. Census
Carthage

United States

14,746

328,239,523

Population estimates base, April 1, 2010, (V2019)

14,378

308,758,105

Population+ percent change - April 1, 2010 (estimates base) to July 1, 2019, (V2019)

2.6%

6.3%

Population, Census, April 1, 2020

15,522

331,449,281

Population, Census, April 1, 2010

14,378

308,745,538

Persons under 5 years, percent

9.1%

6.0%

Persons under 18 years, percent

29.4%

22.3%

Persons 65 years and over, percent

13.0%

16.5%

Female persons, percent

49.8%

50.8%

White alone, percent

87.7%

76.3%

Black or African American alone, percent (a)

1.6%

13.4%

American Indian and Alaska Native alone, percent (a)

0.9%

1.3%

Asian alone, percent (a)

0.7%

5.9%

Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, percent (a)

0.6%

0.2%

Two or More Races, percent

4.1%

2.8%

Hispanic or Latino, percent (b)

32.2%

18.5%

White alone, not Hispanic or Latino, percent

60.5%

60.1%

Households, 2015-2019

5.034

120.756.048

Persons per household, 2015-2019

2.81

2.62

Living in same house 1 year ago, percent of persons age 1 year+, 2015-2019

85.3%

85.8%

Language other than English spoken at home, percent of persons age 5 years+, 2015-2019

29.9%

21.6%

Households with a computer, percent, 201 2019

85.4%

90.3%

Households with a broadband Internet subscription, percent, 2015-2019

75.3%

82.7%

High school graduate or higher, percent of persons age 25 years+, 2015-2019

74.0%

88.0%

Bachelor’s degree or higher, percent of persons age 25 years-. 2015-2019

17.7%

32.1%

Population estimates, July 1, 2019, (V2019)
Population

Age and Sex

Race and Hispanic Origin

Families & Living Arrangements

Computer and Internet Use

Education
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Carthage Census Tract Data
Table 1: Age Group Totals and the Census Tract they live in
Age Group

Census Tract 116

Census Tract 117

Census Tract 118

Census Tract 119

Census Tract 120

TOTAL

Under age 5

293

260

224

147

36

960

5 to 19

243

673

484

437

139

1,976

20 to 39

995

732

582

921

115

3,345

40 to 64

770

903

527

662

239

3,101

65 and over

170

501

243

230

89

1,233

TOTAL

2,471

3,069

2,060

2,397

618

10,615

Table 2: Summary of Largest Census Tract by Age Group
Data Analysis

Tract Number

Largest Census Tract by Total Numbers

Census Tract 117

Largest Census Tract for Under Age 5

Census Tract 116

Largest Census Tract for ages 5 to 19

Census Tract 117

Largest Census Tract for ages 20 to 39

Census Tract 116

Largest Census Tract for ages 40 to 64

Census Tract 117

Largest Census Tract for ages 65 and over

Census Tract 117
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Graphic Profile
326 Grant St, Carthage, Missouri, 64836
Ring: 30 mile radius

Prepared by Esri
Latitude: 37.17645
Longitude: -94.30969

2020 Population by Race

2020 Population by Age

86.8%
6.8%

250,000

19.5%

<5
5-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

13.8%

200,000

6.6%

150,000
11.9%

100,000

17.2%

2.1%

1.8%

Am .Ind.

Asn/Pac

1.7%

50,000
0

White

Black

4.0%

3.7%

Other

Two+

11.6%
12.7%

2020 Percent Hispanic Origin:7.7%

Households
120,000

2020 Home Value
107,121

105,949

102,586

39.1%

100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000

3.0%
1.8%
4.9%

37.2%

20,000
0

14.0%

Census 2010

2020

<$100K
$100-199K
$200-299K
$300-399K
$400-499K
$500K+

2025
2020-2025 Annual Growth Rate
1.09

1.2
Percent

1
0.8
0.6

0.25

0.22

0.21

0.4
0.2
0

Population

Households

Median Household Income

Owner Occupied Housing Units

Household Income

Percent

15

2020
2025

10
5
0

<$15K

$15K-$25K

$25K-$35K

$35K-$50K

$50K-$75K

$75K-$100K

$100K-$150K

$150K-$200K

$200K+

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2010 Summary File 1. Esri forecasts for 2020 and 2025.

November 17, 2020
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Graphic Profile
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Area and Regional Analysis by ESRI
There is a remarkable similarity in all three service areas (primary, secondary, and tertiary) of population by race, household
income, and population by age:
• Population by race - ranges between 84% and 86% white
• Household income - $50K to $75K category
• Population by age:
◦ 5-19 at approximately 19%
◦ 65+ at approximately 18%
◦ 25-34 at approximately 14%
◦ 55-64 at approximately 13%
◦ 35-44 at approximately 12%
◦ 45-54 at approximately 12%
◦ 20-24 at approximately 7%
◦ <5 at approximately 6%
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ESRI Psychographic Analysis
The City of Carthage and its primary, secondary, and tertiary service areas have been analyzed in three ESRI categories:
1. Tapestry Segmentation – A detailed description of a community like Carthage into different segments based on socioeconomic
and demographic composition.
2. LifeMode Group - LifeMode groups represent markets that share a common experience—born in the same generation or a
significant demographic trait, like affluence.
3. Urbanization Group - Urbanization summary groups are groups in which markets share similar locales, from the urban canyons
of the largest cities to the rural areas.
The document provided here by ESRI represents Carthage and its 30-mile service radius for all three of its categories mentioned
above: tapestry segmentation, LifeMode Group, and Urbanization Group.

Tapestry Segmentation
Over half the Carthage community and its 30-mile service radius registers at 56.2% into five tapestry segments. Those segments are
labeled as:
• Heartland Communities at 15.6%
• Traditional Living at 13.8%
• Salt of the Earth at 10.1%
• Southern Satellites at 8.8%
• Middleburg at 7.9%
Due to the document size of four pages of each tapestry segment provided by ESRI, this chapter will feature the largest segment
for Carthage and its 30-mile service radius, Heartland Communities, to portray the specific data that is available in this report, all of
which will be included in the Appendix of the final report.

LifeMode Group
The LifeMode Group which best represents Carthage and its primary service area is referred to by ESRI as Cozy Country Living. This
group represents 32.4% of the total population. Of the six sub-categories of the LifeMode Group, Heartland Communities is again the
category which is the most prominent at 15.6% which is half of the Cozy Country Living Group.

Urbanization Group
Carthage and its 30-mile primary service area is equally divided into three ESRI urbanization categories:
• Rural at 29.7%
• Metro Cities at 29%
• Semirural at 29%
Again, as with the LifeMode and Tapestry Segmentation data, the Heartland Community profile best fits Carthage and its 30-mile
service radius.

Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The demographics and psychographics are similar throughout the Carthage primary, secondary, and tertiary market areas
The predominant race in the service area is white
The two highest populations in the service area are 5-19 and over 65 and 19% and 18% respectively
The average household size is 2.39
Median age is 42.3
Median Household Income is $42,400
Census Tract 117 is the most populated by all age groups

Relevance to the Development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan

The final park and recreation master plan will be shaped by the data included in this chapter. The U.S. Census demographic data
and ESRI demographic and psychographic data will identify the future footprint of the Park and Recreation Department and will
reflect its awareness and allocation of resources, either directly, and/or, in partnership with others, toward the expressed needs for:
1. location and type of parks
2. recreation facilities
3. recreation programs
4. special events
5. partnerships (public/public, public/private, public/not-for-profit)
6. organizational structure and organizational capability
7. level of service preferences
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Carthage Parks & Recreation Department Survey
Executive Summary Report
Overview and Methodology
ETC Institute conducted a Parks and Recreation Survey for the City of Carthage during the
winter of 2021 to establish priorities for the improvement of parks, trails, sports and
recreation facilities, programs and services within the community. The information gathered
will help the Carthage Parks and Recreation Department develop a Master Plan that will guide
the future of parks, trails, and recreation services over the next 10 years.
The survey was administered by mail and online to 2,800 randomly selected households in the
City of Carthage. A total of 418 households completed the survey. The results for the sample of
418 households have a 95% level of confidence with a precision rate of at least +/- 4.8%.
This report contains the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Charts showing the overall results of the survey (Section 1)
Priority Investment Rating (PIR) that identifies priorities for facilities and programs
(Section 2)
Benchmarking analysis comparing Carthage’s results to national results (Section 3)
Tabular data showing the overall results for all questions on the survey (Section 4)
A copy of the survey instrument (Section 5)

Major Findings
VISITATION AND RATING OF PARKS
•

Park Visitation: Three-fourths (75%) of households indicated they have visited Central
Park in the past two years. Other parks visited include: Municipal Park (71%), Kellogg
Lake (68%), Fair Acres (48%), and Griggs Park (30%). Of those respondents who have
visited parks, 64% indicated that they have visited parks at least once a month during
the past two years.

•

Rating of Parks: Two-thirds (67%) of respondents rated the overall physical condition of
City of Carthage parks as “excellent” or “good; 30% rated the physical condition as
“fair,” and 3% rated it as “poor.”
i
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•

Potential Improvements to Existing Parks: Sixty-two percent (62%) of respondents
indicated improvements to restrooms could be made to existing parks. Other potential
improvements include:
trails (44%), picnic tables/benches (44%), playground
equipment (40%), picnic shelters (40%), and security lighting (37%).

PROGRAM USAGE AND RATINGS
•

Participation in Recreation Programs: Thirty-nine percent (39%) of respondents
indicated that their household had participated in recreation programs offered by the
City of Carthage, the YMCA, or volunteer baseball, softball, and soccer organizations
during the past two years. Of those who had participated in programs or activities, 28%
had done so 4 to 6 times during the past two years.

•

Rating of Programs/Activities: More than two-thirds (69%) of respondents who
participated in programs or activities in Carthage during the past two years rated the
overall quality as “excellent” or “good;” 28% rated the quality of programs/activities as
“fair,” and 3% rated the overall quality as “poor.”

ORGANIZATIONS USED FOR PROGRAMS/FACILITIES AND BARRIERS PREVENTING USE
•

Organizations Used for Recreation Programs and Facilities: Fifty-five percent (55%) of
respondents indicated their household used the City of Carthage Parks and Recreation
Department for recreation programs and facilities. Other organizations used include:
YMCA (45%), churches or other religious organizations (30%), R-9 school facilities (25%),
and neighboring cities (21%).

•

Barriers Preventing Use of Parks, Recreation, and Sports Facilities: Thirty percent (30%)
of respondents indicated they do not use parks, recreation, and sports facilities in
Carthage more often because they do not know what is being offered. Other barriers
preventing more frequent usage of parks and facilities include: too busy/not enough
time (22%), fees are too high (21%), facilities are not well maintained (19%), program or
facility is not offered (16%), and facilities lack the right equipment (14%).

PARK SYSTEM FUNDING
•

Prioritizing Future Park System Funding: More than half (57%) of the respondents
believe that enhancing what the park system already has should be the priority when it
comes to future funding; 15% believe that the City should take care of what it has, and
29% think the City should respond to new trends and visions.
ii
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•

Actions Residents Are Most Willing to Fund: Based on the sum of their top four choices,
the actions that residents are most willing to fund with their tax dollars are:
1) developing a new contemporary water park, 2) developing connectivity of
trails/sidewalks throughout the community, 3) adding sidewalks for safe routes to
schools, and 4) improving existing park restrooms.

•

How Residents Would Allocate Funding: If respondents had $100 of additional funding
to spend toward parks, trails, and facilities, they would allocate the funds in the
following ways: $17 toward adding a new contemporary water park; $13 toward
upgrading existing parks and park amenities; $11 toward improving community
connectivity by adding more trails and sidewalks; $10 toward improving maintenance of
existing parks and park amenities; $9 toward developing a new indoor facility to
accommodate community events; $8 toward acquisition of new park land and open
space; $7 toward improving existing sports fields, and $24 toward other projects.

Facility Needs and Priorities
Facility Needs: Respondents were asked to identify if their household had a need for 31 parks
and recreation facilities and rate how well their needs for each were currently being met. Based
on this analysis, ETC Institute was able to estimate the number of households in the community
that had the greatest “unmet” need for various facilities.
The four parks and recreation facilities with the highest percentage of households that
indicated a need for the facility were: farmer’s market (79%), restrooms (72%), walking and
biking trails (67%), and picnic areas/shelters (65%). When ETC Institute analyzed the needs in
the community, these same four facilities had a need that affected more than 3,200
households. ETC Institute estimates a total of 3,071 households in Carthage that have a need,
have unmet needs for a farmer’s market. The estimated number of households that have
unmet needs for each of the 31 facilities that were assessed is shown on the following page.

iii
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Facility Importance: In addition to assessing the needs for each facility, ETC Institute also
assessed the importance that residents placed on each. Based on the sum of respondents’ top
four choices, the most important facilities to residents were: farmer’s market (47%), walking
and biking trails (39%), restrooms (27%), and outdoor water park (21%). The percentage of
residents who selected each facility as one of their top four choices is shown in the table on the
following page.

iv
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Priorities for Facility Investments: The Priority Investment Rating (PIR) was developed by ETC
Institute to provide organizations with an objective tool for evaluating the priority that should
be placed on parks, trails, recreational facilities, and services. The PIR equally weights (1) the
importance that residents place on facilities and (2) how many residents have unmet needs for
the facility. [ Details regarding the methodology for this analysis are provided in Section 2 of this
report.]
Based the Priority Investment Rating (PIR), the following six facilities were rated as high
priorities for investment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Farmer’s market (PIR=200)
Walking and biking trails (PIR=166)
Restrooms (PIR=138)
Outdoor water park (PIR=110)
Natural parks and preserves (PIR=106)
Indoor running/walking tracks (PIR=103)
v
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The chart below shows the Priority Investment Rating for each of the 31 facilities that were
assessed on the survey.

Programming Needs and Priorities
Programming Needs. Respondents were also asked to identify if their household had a need for
31 recreation programs and rate how well their needs for each were currently being met. Based
on this analysis, ETC Institute was able to estimate the number of households in the community
that had “unmet” needs for each program.
The four programs with the highest percentage of households that had needs were: adult
fitness and wellness programs (61%), history and museums (50%), exercise classes (46%), and
community special events (41%). When ETC Institute analyzed the needs in the community, all
four of these programs had a need that affected more than 2,000 households. ETC Institute
estimates a total of 1,843 households in Carthage that have a need, have unmet needs for adult
fitness and wellness programs. The estimated number of households that have unmet needs
for each of the 31 programs that were assessed is shown on the following page.
vi
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Program Importance. In addition to assessing the needs for each program, ETC Institute also
assessed the importance that residents place on each program. Based on the sum of
respondents’ top four choices, the most important programs to residents were: adult fitness
and wellness programs (41%), history and museums (26%) senior programs (22%), community
special events (21%), and exercise classes (21%).
The percentage of residents who selected each program/activity as one of their top four
choices is shown in the table on the following page.

vii
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Priorities for Programming Investments. Based on the priority investment rating (PIR), which
was described briefly on page v of this Executive Summary and is described in more detail in
Section 2 of this report, the following six programs were rated as “high priorities” for
investment:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adult fitness and wellness programs (PIR=200)
History and museums (PIR=156)
Outdoor environmental/nature camps/programs (PIR=134)
Senior programs (PIR=126)
Exercise classes (PIR=123)
Community special events (PIR=120)

The chart on the following page shows the Priority Investment Rating (PIR) for each of the 31
programs that were rated.
viii
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Conclusions and Recommendations
When analyzing the facilities offered by the City of Carthage, a farmer’s market and walking and
biking trails were the items for which the highest number of residents had a need. These
facilities were also the most important to households. Focusing on these two items would
provide the greatest benefit for the largest number of residents within the City.
When analyzing programs offered by the City, the items with the highest levels of need were
adult fitness and wellness programs and history and museums. The estimated number of
households that have a need for both of these programs is over 2,000. Continuing to focus on
these programs will give the City the ability to serve the largest number of households that
have a need for the program. Making certain the City’s scope of programming encompasses
the greatest number of households ensures funding is appropriately allocated to give the
community the greatest benefit possible.

ix
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In order to ensure that the City of Carthage continues to meet the needs and expectations of
the community, ETC Institute recommends that the City sustain and/or improve the
performance in areas that were identified as “high priorities” by the Priority Investment Rating
(PIR). The facilities and programs with the highest PIR ratings are listed below.
Facility Priorities
o Farmer’s market (PIR=200)
o Walking and biking trails (PIR=166)
o Restrooms (PIR=138)
o Outdoor water park (PIR=110)
o Natural parks and preserves (PIR=106)
o Indoor running/walking tracks (PIR=103)
Programming Priorities
o Adult fitness and wellness programs (PIR=200)
o History and museums (PIR=156)
o Outdoor environmental/nature camps/programs (PIR=134)
o Senior programs (PIR=126)
o Exercise classes (PIR=123)
o Community special events (PIR=120)

x
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Chapter 5

Park System Assessment

Chapter 5

Park System Assessment
Introduction
There are several park types in Carthage which is to be expected. In this chapter, the consultant defines the Carthage park
types, summarizes the condition of each, and summarizes the inventory in each park with specific remarks about issues and
opportunities in each park.
The on-site evaluation of each park site utilized an approach that included a scoring mechanism for Quality Criteria. Components of
the Quality Criteria Rating System included: Accessibility, Character, Connectivity, and Usability.
In addition, amenities in each park were evaluated in terms of their physical condition and the description of the physical condition
rating is detailed below in this chapter.
Finally, the quality criteria ratings and physical condition ratings were combined to equal an overall park rating which we call Level
of Quality (LOQ). The Carthage LOQ rating for each park is detailed below in this chapter.

Park Type Descriptions
Each Carthage park has been categorized by type. The park types which are available in the city include: neighborhood parks,
community parks and undeveloped parks. Descriptions of each type of available parks are provided, and, in addition, other park
types that are not available are also provided as they may be at some point in the future as this plan is implemented. Below are
the descriptions of each park type that is available in Carthage:
Pocket Parks are the smallest park classification and are used to address limited, isolated, or unique recreational needs. Examples
of pocket parks include concentrated or limited populations; isolated development areas; unique recreational opportunities;
landscaped public use areas; scenic overlooks; or play areas adjacent to downtown shopping districts.
Neighborhood Parks are the basic unit of the park system, which serve as a recreational and social focus of a neighborhood with
both passive and active activities. They are not intended to be used for programmed activities that result in overuse, noise, parking
problems and congestion. They should be geared for those living within the service area. A Neighborhood Park accommodates
a variety of ages including children, adults, and seniors. These parks are usually not smaller than five acres in size and are
developed centrally within the neighborhood to encompass one-half-mile service radius. Neighborhood Parks primarily facilitate
recreational activities including play structures, sitting areas and open space. Ideally, these parks are linked to the neighborhood
and to each other by a pathway system and respond to the need for basic recreational amenities close to home. Carthage
neighborhood parks include Carter Park and Griggs Park.
Community Parks are larger in size and serve a broader purpose than neighborhood parks. Their focus is on meeting the
recreation needs of several neighborhoods or large sections of the community as well as preserving unique landscapes and open
spaces. They allow for group activities and offer other recreational opportunities not feasible, nor desirable, at the neighborhood
level. As with neighborhood parks, they should be developed for both active and passive recreation activities. Optimal size for a
community park should exceed twenty-five acres with a service radius of approximately one mile. Design features might include
large play structures, informal fields for youth play, tennis courts, volleyball courts, shuffleboard courts, horseshoe areas,
swimming pools, disc golf, trails, group picnic areas, open space and unique landscapes/features, nature study areas, ornamental
gardens, and facilities for cultural activities such as plays and concerts in the park. Carthage’s community parks include Fair Acres
Park, Central Park, Kellogg Lake Park and Municipal Park.
Regional Parks serve a larger purpose than community parks. Regional parks are larger and have more amenities than
community level parks and will attract users for longer periods of time due to their size and features. Regional parks will typically
include features which lend themselves to neighborhood level and community level activities such as playgrounds, shelters,
walking trails and athletic facilities.
Special Use Parks are designed to serve the entire community with specialized facilities such as a sports complex, golf course or
aquatic facility. Size is determined by the demand for the facilities located there and their space requirements. A golf course may
require 150 acres, an athletic complex may require one hundred acres and so on. Location of special use parks must be carefully
planned to ensure that access, traffic control, lighting issues and noise issues do not negatively impact neighborhoods. Carthage’s
special use park amenities include the Fair Acres Athletic Complex, Carthage Municipal Golf Course and Kellogg Lake.
School Parks combine City-owned parks with school sites and fulfill the space requirements for other classes of close-to-home
parks such a mini parks and neighborhood parks.
Linear Parks/Trails are areas that are developed for one or more varying modes of recreational use such as hiking, biking,
horseback riding, canoeing, etc. Carthage does not currently have any linear parks and trails are typically confined loop trails
within parks. Connectivity to the Ruby Jack Trail from Municipal Park as well as a trail connection from Kellogg Lake Park to
downtown or to Walnut Bottoms Park would be linear parks and trails that would fall into this category, if developed in the future.
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Undeveloped Parks are just that, park land that is reserved for future park use. Undeveloped Parks in Carthage currently include
Freer Park and Walnut Bottoms Park.
Undeveloped Land/Remnant Land in the City’s inventory has been acquired in a variety of ways. Sometimes, these sites can serve
a useful purpose while other times they cannot. It is important that each parcel be evaluated for its usefulness as an asset to the
park system and developed accordingly. If there is no possibility of a useful purpose, it should be disposed of. Currently, there is
no Undeveloped land owned by the City of Carthage that is designated for parks that we have not already identified above. Several
opportunities exist, including land that is for sale to the east of Freer Park, a vacant lot on the Southeast corner of E. 6th Street
and Howard Street, as well as potential land acquisition from other landowners in the portions of the city where parks are needed
to provide equitable distribution of parks.

Assessment Criteria (Quality)
Several factors were used to determine an overall quality rating for each of four criterions:
• Accessibility (Accessibility is determined not only by the presence of ADA compliant features, but also by whether one can
easily identify it as a park and access it by multiple modes of transportation).
• Character (There are several factors that were looked at to consider the overall Character of a park. In some cases, parks have
charming features or are in a unique setting with natural beauty or interesting views inherent to its location. While these are
often factors that cannot always be created in every park, there are other factors we also looked at that add to the character of
a park such as landscaping, shade, seating, and lighting.)
• Connectivity (Connectivity of parks was looked at from several aspects including connectivity to neighborhoods, other parks,
and points of interest)
• Usability (Usability is a criterion that considers factors regarding a park’s amenity offering)

Assessment Criteria (Condition)
Physical condition of parks and amenities are detailed with their individual ratings in the park assessment sheets in this chapter.
The Park Rating Criteria is described below:
Excellent is reserved for those parks that are state-of-the-art in both construction and design. These parks will not require any
major repairs or modernization for at least ten years. Very little leeway is given for imperfections such as peeling paint, graffiti,
rust, or inadequate play area surfacing, etc.
Good is a rating given to those parks whose design and amenities are strong in appearance but are showing the normal wear and
tear expected throughout a park system. Maintenance is regular, the grass is mowed, play area surfacing is kept at an acceptable
depth and free of weeds, structures are painted, and major repairs or renovation is at least five to ten years away.
Fair is a rating in which the property itself may very well be attractive, but the amenities are in a state of decline. Maintenance is
less frequent or at least cannot turn back the clock on normal decline. Play equipment is still safe but maybe rusting, bleaching, or
covered with mildew; structures such as restroom buildings need repairs such as paint, shingles or cleaned of graffiti; ball fields
are playable, but the infields are grass covered creating a hazard, fencing is warped or rusting, dugouts are undersized or may
flood when it rains, and bleachers are not up to code. These parks need major repairs or renovation within three to five years.
Poor is a rating for which the park and its amenities are at the end of their life cycle. Typically, a park in poor condition is not well
maintained. There may be trash on site as well as glass and weeds. The amenities are out of date and in many cases are unsafe or
fail to meet current codes. Frequently, parks in this category appear to have been all but abandoned, or deferred maintenance has
taken a severe toll. These parks need rebuilding following a new master plan as soon as it can be scheduled.
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Fair Acres Park
RECOMMENDATIONS

Location: 808 George E Phelps Boulevard
Type: Regional
Snapshot: Fair Acres Park is 63 acres filled with youth athletic
field facilities for baseball, softball, soccer and football on the
south side of Carthage. The park also has a loop trail that is a
popular spot for walking and jogging. Carthage High School is
just to the East of the park. The park is flat and open with large
parking lots in several locations for the busy sports seasons.

Inventory:
• 9 youth baseball/softball
fields
• 9 youth soccer fields
• 3-4 youth football fields
• 1 playground
• 5 large parking lots
• Maintenance storage
• 3 restroom/concession
buildings
• Multi-use trail
• Circuit exercise stations
• Champions plaza

Special Partners:
• YMCA
• Carthage High School
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There are many deferred maintenance items that need to be
addressed in Fair Acres Park. The following are recommended
repairs or maintenance items that should be prioritized and
budgeted on regular basis:
• Resurface and re-stripe parking lots
• Resurface walking trail
• Consider reducing the amount of mowed turf with more
natural vegetation areas.
• General paint, signage, building maintenance, etc.
• Ball fields need re-grading and fence maintenance on a
regular basis
◦ bowing out of fencing
◦ some fencing disconnected
◦ consistent fence top treatments
◦ infield edge transitions need leveling
◦ turf consistency and quality improvements
In addition to routine maintenance items, the following are
capital expenditure items that are recommended:
• Naturalize large drainage areas in the park to reduce
mowing. Some drainage should be piped to level areas
between fields to improve the visitor experience.
• Several bench and bleacher pads (concrete) in the soccer
portion of the park need to be replaced and made
accessible.
• Handicap accessibility from parking lots to fields needs
to be evaluated and brought to current standards.
This includes signage, handrails, ramps, and paths. A
study should be commissioned to improve overall ADA
conditions.
• Playgrounds and exercise equipment stops are not ADA
compliant and need upgrades to improve accessibility.
• Add bilingual signage along trails.
• Add park signage with landscaping at major park entries
and near adjacent intersections.
• The area where the memorial and tournament champion
signage are located should be re-designed to have a better
plaza, lighting and accessibility to it to create a sense of
place.
• Overall fencing replacement on fields should be done over
time to fix aged infrastructure.
• Add shade structures with benches along the exercise
path.
• Add shade trees in areas that don’t disrupt the turf
growth and field operation to provide visual barriers and
add interest to the park.
• Add shade over playgrounds and exercise stops along trail.
• Add evergreen trees to reduce the visual impacts of the
overhead power lines.
• Consider partnership with School District to build a
baseball stadium on the Southeast side of the park to
replace Rock Park in Municipal Park.
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Fair Acres Park
LEVEL OF SERVICE

Overall 2.3 (Fair)
Fair Acres Park has a Fair level of service value. With a few
improvements and more routine replacement and upkeep,
particularly with accessibility, the park’s level of service could
easily improve.

2

1

3

4

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Accessibility (1.0):

Amenities (2.0):

Some accessibility items exist, but overall the park needs a
greater focus on ADA compliance.

The park has some nice amenities to support the main use as
an active recreation sports complex. Most are in fair to good
caondition.

Character (1.5):

Playgrounds (3.0):

The park is wide open and struggles with having a sense of place.

The equipment is “newer” However not always available to the
public when complex fencing is closed and ADA accessibility is
questionable. Foul ball overlap could be a hazard.

Connectivity (2.5):
The park has nice walking trails within and is near commercial
and residential developments that are connected by sidewalks.
Usability (3.0):

Athletic Fields (3.0):
The complex organization is suitable for a variety of uses (league
and tournament). A fair amount of maintenance investment in
facilities will be necessary to meet the needs in the near term.

With ample parking well distributed throughout the park and
well-designed layout of athletic fields with some amenities, the
park is very usable.
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Freer Park
Location: SW Corner of Buena Vista Ave & E Centennial Ave
Type: Undeveloped / Neighborhood
Snapshot: Freer Park is undeveloped and is bisected east to
west by a concrete lined drainage channel. Residential homes
surround the park on all sides except the east, which is crop
land currently. There are some nice mature trees around the
perimeter. The park is relatively level and has potential as a
neighborhood park.
Inventory:
• N/A

Special Partners:
• N/A

LEVEL OF SERVICE

N/A - Freer Park is
undeveloped and has no
current level of service.

2
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3

4

PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT

RECOMMENDATIONS
The park should be developed as a neighborhood park.
Amenities, at a minimum, should include an open shelter,
picnic tables, a grill, a playground, a trail loop, connectivity to
the neighborhood with sidewalks, and some open lawn area
for soccer. Parking should be on-street only.
Additional development ideas could include a community
garden, naturalization of the stream channel and area around
it to act as a stormwater mitigation feature and a fishing pond.

Accessibility:
N/A
Character:
N/A
Connectivity:
N/A
Usability:
N/A
Amenities:
N/A
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Carter Park
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

•

•
Location: 516 S River Street
•

Type: Neighborhood
Snapshot: Carter Park consists of 8 acres in the northeast
portion of town adjacent to the Battle of Carthage Civil War
State Park. With beautiful mature trees and several amenities
that are heavily utilized, this park is a very popular destination
for recreation in this part of town. The local neighborhood
Hispanic population uses the soccer and futsal facilities, as well
as the shelters for family gatherings, very frequently. The park is
also a popular parking location for the adjacent tech center and
neighborhood market.

•
•

•
•
•

Inventory:
• 1 large shelter (6 picnic
tables)
• 3 small shelters (2 picnic
tables each)
• Grills
• 1 lighted Futsal court
• 1 lighted playground
• 1 lighted half basketball
court
• 1 lighted full basketball
court
• 1 open flat area (with
soccer goals and light
pole)
• A Parking Lot and park
drives
• Mature Trees
• Stone Entry Monuments

Special Partners:
• I-9 School District Tech
Center
• Neighborhood Hispanic
market
• H.E.R.E. 4 Carthage
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•
•

This park would greatly benefit from some reconfiguration
of the space it has for the uses that are most popular,
as well as overall upgrades, routine maintenance and
addition of a couple of key amenities.
Reconfiguration of the soccer field to provide a regulationsize pitch would allow for more users to enjoy the soccer
field at one time. Moving the futsal court and adding
a second one would also be recommended to allow for
more users to play games. Adding bleachers for families
and friends to watch the games would also be a great
addition.
The addition of another large shelter on the south end of
the park is recommended to allow for more large family
gatherings to occur but in two locations at one time.
Reconfiguration and repositioning of park drives and
parking is needed to help with overall flow within the park
and to keep cars on paved roads and parking spaces.
New grass should be planted and maintained in the shady
portions of the park with shade tolerant turf grass or
shade ground covers.
A community garden is recommended on the north side
of the park to provide a place for vegetable gardening
for those who don’t have a place to do that at home.
Benches, shade and a visual screen on the north side
should be incorporated, as well as parking.
The playground should be updated and fall zone surface
should also be upgraded to be ADA compliant.
A loop trail that connects amenities, provides a safe place
for walking or jogging, and that provides connectivity to
the surrounding neighborhoods is also recommended.
The addition of park signs with landscaping is also
encouraged to increase curb appeal and create an inviting
feel to the park while branding it as a city park.
Upgrades to park signage to be bi-lingual, consistent and
effective is needed.
Upgrades to restrooms, grills, shelters and all amenities is
also recommended over time.
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Carter Park
LEVEL OF SERVICE

Overall 2.2 (Fair)
Carter Park has a Fair level of service value. With some key
improvements and changes to the park layout, this park will
easily be a gem within the surrounding neighborhoods.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Accessibility (1.5):

Amenities (2.5):

Some accessibility items exist, but overall the park needs a
greater focus on ADA compliance.

The park has a great mix of amenities and they are in relatively
good condition. Improvements to the park layout and routine
maintenance will enhance the park amenities greatly.

Character (2.5):
With the historic park entry monuments and mix of amenities,
the park has great charm and character. With upgrades and
improvements, this park will be well known and even more
popular within the community.
Connectivity (2.0):

Playgrounds (2.0):
Play equipment and surfacing need updating to meet a wider
demographic profile. Accessibility to play areas and equipment
need to be addressed.
Athletic Fields (2.0):

The park has some sidewalk connectivity to surrounding
neighborhoods, and within the park, but has room for
improvement.

Turf condition and configuration of play surface need to be
addressed to meet the program needs

Usability (3.0):
The parking, drives and proximity to most all amenities, this park
is very usable.
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Griggs Park
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

•

•
•
Location: 316 W Centennial Ave.
•

Type: Neighborhood
Snapshot: Griggs Park is 2 acres packed full of recreation
opportunities. Home to the newest addition to the park system
with 8 Pickleball Courts (recently converted from the previous
tennis courts), this park is active and a vibrant part of the
neighborhood in this part of town. The park is also home to
a new community garden where fresh produce is available in
season.

•

•
•
•

Inventory:
• 1 picnic table (under a
large gum tree)
• Community garden with
storage shed
• Permanent restroom
building
• 8 lighted Pickleball courts
• 1 tennis practice court
• 1 lighted full basketball
court
• Skate park
• Several various play
structures and pieces
• 1 open flat area adjacent
the restrooms, garden
and skate park
• On-street parking
• Mature Trees
• Stone Entry Monuments
on NW corner
• Perimeter Fence

Maintain the open green space on the east end of the
park for open play for things like Frisbee, playing catch,
kicking a soccer ball, etc. Open space in this park is
limited and should be preserved where possible.
Remove the perimeter fence to give the park a more
inviting feel. Decorative landscaping, stone pillars, or
other elements to replace the fence at the perimeter
could be added in some locations to provide more visual
interest.
The basketball court needs to be resurfaced in the near
future.
The addition of a permanent picnic shelter is
recommended. Location should be centralized so it is
near all park uses.
New grass should be planted and maintained in the shady
portions of the park with shade tolerant turf grass or
shade ground covers.
The older playground structures should be removed and
play equipment should be consolidated into one play
area. Consolidating will help with mowing and routine
maintenance. Nature play elements would be a great
addition to the park.
A hard surface path that connects amenities, especially
the playground, for ADA accessibility is recommended.
The addition of park signs with landscaping is also
encouraged to increase curb appeal and create an inviting
feel to the park while branding it as a city park.
Upgrades to park signage to be bi-lingual, consistent and
effective is needed.

Special Partners:
• H.E.R.E 4 Carthage
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Griggs Park
LEVEL OF SERVICE

Overall 2.8 (Good)
Griggs Park has a Good level of service value. With some key
improvements to the playground and addition of paths, this park
is very close to being in the excellent category.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Accessibility (2.0):

Amenities (3.0):

Some accessibility items exist, but overall the park needs a
greater focus on ADA compliance, especially to the playground
area.

The park has a great mix of amenities and they are mostly in
good condition. Improvements to the playground area, the
addition of a shelter and adding paths to connect some elements
will enhance the park amenities greatly.

Character (3.0):
This park is full of activity and people are easily drawn to the
park. A couple of really large trees and the presence of a
community garden add to the character of this park.
Connectivity (3.0):
The park has good sidewalk connectivity to surrounding
neighborhoods, but there is room for improvement to connect
amenities within the park.

Playgrounds (2.0):
While some equipment is newer, there are older components
that need to be replaced. Safe surfacing systems and accessibility
needs to be addressed.
Athletic Fields (3.5):
No real programmed athletic fields. Basketball court surfacing
and drainage need to be addressed.

Usability (3.0):
Given the small size and many amenities found within the park,
and because most park elements are updated and in good
condition, it is very usable.
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Central Park
RECOMMENDATIONS
•

•
•

•
Location: 7114 S Garrison Ave
•

Type: Community
Snapshot: Central Park is located on the south side of the
downtown area, just a few blocks from the town square. It has a
Victorian feel with period lighting, benches and structure details.
Entry arches with wisteria vine growing on them are found at
each corner and the park is full of majestic old trees that provide
shade throughout the park. Several monuments or statues
exist telling the rich history of the community. The park is
home to many community activities, including the very popular
Food Truck Fridays and Music under the Maples. The park is
beautified by the Dogwood garden club each season. Overall,
this park is the crown jewel of the park system in Carthage.

•
•

•
•

•
Inventory:
• 1 large shelter
• 1 small shelter
• Several picnic tables
within shelters and in the
lawn areas
• Restroom / Pool House
• Kiddie Wading Pool
(fenced)
• Playground
• Marlin Perkins Statue
(lighted)
• Vietnam War Memorial
Plaza
• Two flag poles
• Several Victorian
benches and period
light poles and trash
receptacles
• Sun dial memorial
• Formal water fountain
• 4 round landscape beds
within paths

• On-street parking
surrounding the park
• Mature Trees

•
Special Partners:
• Dogwood Garden Club
• H.E.R.E 4 Carthage
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•

This park would greatly benefit from some reconfiguration
of the space it has for the uses that are most popular,
as well as overall upgrades, routine maintenance and
addition of a couple of key amenities.
This park could be host to the farmer’s market with some
modifications.
Overall, the park has great symmetry. All efforts should be
made to reinforce the symmetry with the addition of new
elements to preserve the formal nature of the structure of
this park.
The large shelter is not currently ADA accessible. It is
also in need of repair. Upgrades to this shelter should be
made, or the shelter should be replaced in a manner to
support the redevelopment of the park.
The thin grass strip between the perimeter sidewalks and
the street curbs should be replaced with brick pavers or a
hard surface material to eliminate the maintenance and
help facilitate better access for Food Truck Fridays.
The playground is relatively new and fall zone surface
should be improved to be ADA compliant.
The addition of park signs with landscaping is encouraged
to increase curb appeal and create an inviting feel to the
park while branding it as a city park. This park signage
should be carefully incorporated to enhance the character
of the park.
Upgrades to park signage to be bi-lingual, consistent and
effective is needed.
Park paths are great, but need to fully connect to benches
and park amenities to provide full ADA compliance.
Connect paths to benches, trash receptacles, shelters and
monuments.
The kiddie pool should be replaced with a splash pad
that fits within the character of the park to help alleviate
management of the existing pool and provide a fun play
element that has water but presents no drowning danger.
The location should be evaluated and considered with
other upgrades to the park to preserve the nature and
character of the park.
The park needs a formal lawn area for outdoor events that
is in conjunction with the large shelter and/or addition of
a farmers market structure.
While there are many majestic mature trees within the
park, and there is a great mix of tree varieties, selective
tree trimming and thinning needs to happen on a regular
basis to remove dead or broken branches and promote
sun light for turf growth in the park. Some trees are
nearing or passed their life span and should be removed
for safety. A replacement tree planting program should be
developed.
Homelessness in the park is an emerging issue. All park
improvements need to consider that trend and a program
or partnership should be established to help reduce the
homelessness in the park (and community).
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Central Park
LEVEL OF SERVICE

Overall 3.2 (Good)
Central Park has a Good level of service value. With some
key improvements and upgrades, this park will easily provide
excellent level of service and continue to be the crown jewel of
the park system.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Accessibility (2.5):

Amenities (3.5):

The park has pretty good accessibility but needs a few minor
upgrades to be fully accessible.

The park has a great mix of amenities and they are in relatively
good condition. Improvements to the park layout, upgrades to
some amenities, and routine maintenance will enhance the park
amenities greatly.

Character (3.5):
With the historic nature and location of this park, as well as all
of the community events that happen within, this park has great
character.
Connectivity (3.5):
The park has several paths within the park and connectivity to
the surrounding neighborhoods and community on the sidewalk
network is excellent.

Playgrounds (3.0):
Newer equipment but not a good deal of generational diversity.
Benefits from adjacency to wade pool/future splash pad.
Athletic Fields (N/A):
No program for athletic activity.

Usability (3.0):
Parking, walking and proximity to most all amenities is excellent,
this park is very usable. Only minor adjustments are needed to
improve usability of all amenities.
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Kellogg Lake Park
RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
Location: US Route 66 (St Hwy 96) and Old 66 Blvd
Type: Community
Snapshot: Kellogg Lake Park, established in 1953, is located on
the northeast side of town and is situated between the historic
Route 66 and new Route 66 highways as you come into or leave
town. It has a large lake (Kellogg Lake) and the south edge of the
park is Spring River. The park is very scenic surrounded by water,
trees and the gentle river bottom terrain. This park is a popular
for fishing, bird watching and taking in another beautiful sunset.
Carthage residents as well as visitors to Carthage frequently visit
this park. The historic Route 66 elements make it a destination
for visitors from afar looking for historic pieces of the original
Route 66. The original bridge abutment still stands on the
northern bank of the Spring River within the park as well as a
stretch of the original historic highway.

Inventory:
• 2 large shelters (one with
an adjacent fire pit area)
• 1 small shelter
• Grills at shelters
• Stone and wood picnic
tables
• Blue Star Memorial
Highway monument
• History of Carthage Sign
• Kellogg Lake Park
limestone monument
sign
• Kellogg Lake Park
Memorial Signage
• Disc Golf Course
• Old Route 66 bridge
abutment & remnants of
original Route 66 Hwy
• 6 parking lots & several
park drives
• Mature Trees
• River sloughs

• Spring River frontage and
boat launch
• Rock beach area on
Spring River
• Kellogg Lake with 2
fishing piers and boat
launch
• Portable restrooms
• Outdoor classroom near
sloughs
Special Partners:
• Missouri Department of
Conservation
• Friends of Kellogg Lake
Park
• Dogwood Garden Club
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•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dredge the lake to increase the depth and create better
fishing habitat and small man-powered boat access would
allow for increased recreational use at the lake.
Improve the existing fishing piers and/or create a fishing
boardwalk that allows a better fishing experience.
Add fishing benches along the water edge that could also
be used by non-fishing visitors to enjoy time at the edge
of the water and observe sunsets and lake.
The park needs to have more ADA compliant accessibility
to all features.
Add a monument or entry signage at the northwest
corner of the park to create a point of interest for photos
and to call greater attention to the arrival to Carthage.
Interpretive signage and historic information about Route
66 and Carthage should be the theme. Move existing
monuments to that location and create a unique spot
within the park for the history
At the small shelter at the northeast corner of the lake,
add a boardwalk/fishing deck and upgrade the shelter
with stone and materials similar to the other shelters in
the park. Add an ADA path to the shelter as well.
Upgrade disc golf course with new signage, benches at a
few tee boxes & shade.
Explore the addition of foot golf in the same corridors as
the disc golf course to add another use to the park.
Add a kayak launch and board walk along the bank of
the Spring River above the spillway. Add a kayak launch
downstream of the spillway as well so kayaking to Walnut
Bottoms and beyond is possible.
Development of an overlook at the Route 66 bridge
abutment would make a unique experience. Exploring a
pedestrian bridge over Spring River using the abutment
would provide a pedestrian connection to and from the
park that currently doesn’t exist.
Native vegetation should be planted around the sloughs
and in areas where the ground is wet during rainy season
to help reduce regular mowing maintenance. Interpretive
signage and education could be included in these areas.
Add a permanent restroom building near the shelter on
the lake’s south side.
Add a trail connection under the bridge to connect to
the west toward Walnut Bottoms as part of a larger trail
connectivity study.
Add parking along east side of lake for ease of access to
the fishing benches and evening sunset viewing.
Add a playground in the park either near the large pavilion
and future restroom, or on the south end of the park near
the existing shelter.
A loop trail that connects amenities, provides a safe
place for walking or jogging, and provides connectivity to
surrounding neighborhoods is also recommended.
The addition of park signs with landscaping is also
encouraged to increase curb appeal and create an inviting
feel to the park while branding it as a city park.
Upgrades to park signage to be bi-lingual, consistent and
effective is needed.
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Kellogg Lake Park
LEVEL OF SERVICE

Overall 2.5 (Fairly Good)
Kellogg Lake Park has a Fairly Good level of service value. The
park has great character, but needs some updating and addition
of amenities and connectivity/accessibility to become a truly
great park.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Accessibility (1.5):

Amenities (3.0):

Some accessibility items exist, but overall the park needs a
greater focus on ADA compliance.

The park has a great mix of amenities and but condition of the
amenities needs improvement. Improvements to the park
layout and routine maintenance will enhance the park amenities
greatly.

Character (3.5):
The history of this park, Route 66, the lake and all of the natural
amenities in and around the park give this park outstanding
character.
Connectivity (2.0):
The park struggles with connectivity to the community and
within the park from amenity to amenity other than on the park
drives.

Playgrounds (N/A):
Due to flooding, only option would be a creative “imagined play”
facility that is simple in construct. Few opportunities here.
Athletic Fields (N/A):
No real athletic program for this facility.

Usability (2.5):
This park and it’s amenities are usable, but connectivity and
accessibility reduce the usability of the park overall.
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Municipal Park
RECOMMENDATIONS
•
•

•
•

Location: T521 Robert Ellis Young Dr

•

Type: Community / Regional
Snapshot: Dedicated on July 5, 1937, Municipal Park is by
far the largest park in the Carthage park system and is home
to community and regional draws on the west side of town.
With a large portion of the park occupied by the golf course
that is known throughout the region, as well as a pool, Rock
Stadium, the Armory, the fairgrounds and the Saddle Club
Arena, 4H facilities and Youth buildings, this park is widely used
by many residents and people from around the region. The
park has rolling terrain and beautiful mature trees are plentiful
throughout the park.

•
•
•

•
•
•

Inventory:
• Carthage Golf Course
(18-hole, par 71,
clubhouse, parking &
range)
• National Guard Armory
• Saddle Club and Arena
• Jasper County 4H
Facilities
• Jasper County Youth Fair
Exhibit Building
• Parks Department Office
• Adult Softball field
• 3 playground areas
• Skating Rink
• Rock Stadium Baseball
• YMCA Pool and Pool
House
• Kiwanis Kiddie Land
• 4 large shelters
• 2 small shelter
• Grills at shelters
• 3 Restroom buildings

• Wood picnic tables at all
shelters and throughout
the park
• Stone entry monument
on north side of park at
main entrance
• Parking lots and several
park drives
• Ruby Jack Trail trailhead
with parking on north
side of Route 66
• Mature Trees
• Ponds on the golf course
and a stream through
the middle of the park
flowing from south to
north
Special Partners:
• Carthage Saddle Club
• Jasper County 4H
• Jasper County Youth Fair
• Kiwanis
• National Guard
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•
•

The golf course clubhouse should be replaced with a
modern facility.
A multi-purpose community building should be built in
the park that has the new golf course clubhouse within
it. This facility should include event space as a revenue
generating facility, as well as space for other community
programming. The location should be in a location that
facilitates the multi-use nature of the facility, ideally near
the skate rink and pool house.
In conjunction with the new golf course clubhouse
location, re-route the golf course to have two returning
nines.
Move the golf driving range closer to the clubhouse and
construct new practice putting and chipping greens.
Build new golf practice range west of current location.
The range target area can serve dual purpose a few times
each year to be used for Saddle Club and Fair event
parking.
Modify park rules to allow camping within Municipal Park
and add RV slips near the Saddle Club Arena.
Move the adult softball field to the east to the existing
golf practice range and add a second field.
Re-purpose Rock Stadium and build a new pool where
the field is currently, leaving the stadium seating to
create a pool venue capable of hosting swim meets with
spectators.
Update all playground areas and equipment to be
accessible.
Add a multi-use path around the park to connect park
amenities and to provide a safe path for walking, jogging
and biking. Connect to Ruby Jack Trail, if possible.
Drainage improvements should be made to help with
increased runoff from the new development to the
southeast. Add retention ponds along the existing
stream/drainage way to help slow and impound water and
turn into a park feature.
Native vegetation should be planted around the sloughs
and in areas where the ground is wet during rainy season
to help reduce regular mowing maintenance. Interpretive
signage and education could be included in these areas as
well.
Loop trails that connect amenities, provides a safe place
for walking or jogging, and that provides connectivity to
the surrounding neighborhoods is also recommended.
Upgrades to the Ruby Jack Trail trailhead should be
considered.
The addition of park signs with landscaping at all park
entrances is encouraged to increase curb appeal and
create an inviting feel to the park while branding it as a
city park.
Upgrade park signage to be bi-lingual, consistent, and
effective.
Rework park drives and parking to facilitate all new park
amenity locations and configurations while keeping safe
circulation through the park.
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Municipal Park
LEVEL OF SERVICE

Overall 2.5 (Fairly Good)
Municipal Park has a Fairly Good level of service value. The park
has great character, but needs some updating, reconfiguring and
addition of amenities and connectivity/accessibility to become a
truly great park.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Accessibility (1.5):

Amenities (3.0):

Some accessibility items exist, but overall, the park needs a
greater focus on ADA compliance.

The park has a great mix of amenities, but condition of
the amenities and location of amenities generally needs
improvement. Improvements to the park layout and routine
maintenance will enhance the park amenities greatly.

Character (3.5):
The history of this park, County facilities, the golf course and
all the mature trees in and around the park give this park
outstanding character.
Connectivity (2.0):
The park struggles with connectivity to the community and
within the park from amenity to amenity other than on the park
drives.

Playgrounds (3.0):
Play equipment is heavily used and some components are
newer. The site organization and adjacencies with restrooms/
shelters is not efficient and accessibility to parking and
equipment needs to be addressed.
Athletic Fields (2.0):
The softball field needs extensive maintenance and upgrades to
field elements and drainage if it is to remain.

Usability (2.5):
This park and its amenities are usable, but connectivity and
accessibility reduce the usability of the park overall.
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Walnut Bottoms Park
Location: 877 N Main St
Type: Undeveloped / Neighborhood
Snapshot: Walnut Bottoms Trail/Park is an undeveloped property
on the north side of the community that was donated to the City
by Missouri Department of Transportation. The park lies within
the floodplain of Spring River and is heavily wooded.

Inventory:
• N/A

Special Partners:
• N/A

LEVEL OF SERVICE

N/A - Walnut Bottoms Park
is undeveloped and has no
current level of service.
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PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Accessibility:
N/A
Character:
N/A
Connectivity:
N/A

RECOMMENDATIONS

The park should not be developed and should be abandoned
for park purposes. The location, potential for flooding, cost
to develop and provide access, and proximity to residents
make this property very difficult to develop.
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Usability:
N/A
Amenities:
N/A
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Summary of Park Ratings
The table below captures the quality and condition rating of each park in the Carthage park system.

Table 1: Park Ratings
Park Facility
Fair Acres

Accessibility

Character

Connectivity

Usability

Amenities

Playgrounds

Athletic Fields

Overall

1.0

1.5

2.5

3.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

2.3

Freer

NA

Carter

1.5

2.5

2.0

3.0

2.5

2.0

2.0

2.2

Griggs

2.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

2.0

3.5

2.8

Central

2.5

3.5

3.5

3.0

3.5

3.0

NA

3.2

Kellogg Lake

1.5

3.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

NA

NA

2.5

Municipal

1.5

3.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.0

2.0

2.5

Walnut Bottoms

NA

Rating Scale
EXCELLENT – 4

GOOD – 3

FAIR – 2

POOR - 1

Park Assessment Summary
Introduction
At the highest level of the Carthage park system assessment, there are bright spots and missing opportunities. Those bright spots
and missing opportunities are described below to be followed by individual observations of parks and amenities.

Bright Spots:
•
•
•
•

In general, the parks are well located and inviting to the community for recreation and green space activities.
Parks contain large mature trees that provide shade for many park amenities.
Many parks provide great connection to adjacent neighborhoods and points of interest.
In many of the parks where there are accessibility issues, there often seems to be relatively simple fixes that would easily help
to improve universal access.

Missing Opportunities:
• Many of the accessibility issues are related to not having a proper route to connect facilities. For example, accessible parking
may have been provided, but then there was no route (that would meet minimum ADA standards) to connect the spaces to
accessible tables or restrooms that may also have been provided.
• Many parks have had years of deferred maintenance to the major elements and many park amenities are beyond repair or
have outlived their typical life span. a general lack of maintenance
• Most parks are fairly overcrowded with amenities. This is a result of adding new amenities without removal of old ones. In
some cases, this is appropriate, and in some cases, amenities have been repurposed (tennis to pickleball at Griggs, tennis to
futsal at Carter). Preserving or recapturing green space in lieu of adding more uses and programs within the parks should be
a priority moving forward.
• In general, all parks need a consistent set of site amenities (monument sign and landscaping, benches, trash receptacles,
lighting elements, etc.) to make the parks inviting and to carry a theme throughout the community that brands the parks as
community assets that the citizens can take pride in, and in turn, take care of.
• Many of the parks have great historic value. A system of interpretive signage that would bring cohesiveness across the park
system would add a nice feature.
• A permanent farmers market needs to find a location in the downtown square or Central Park.
• Due to all of the mature shade trees in the parks, turf quality suffers, and a plan should be put in place for overseeding of turf
areas with shade-tolerant turf grass varieties.
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Individual Observations
Carter Park
Located on the East central part of town, Carter Park serves neighborhoods that are predominately Hispanic. As such, most of the
uses within the park are geared toward those users in the form of a soccer pitch, futsal court, and larger picnic areas and shelters
for larger family gatherings. The park is heavily used and has experienced some upgrades as well as some deferred maintenance
over time, so there is tremendous opportunity that has been identified during the professional design concept of the park, which
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Upgrade, reconfiguration, and lighting of the soccer pitch to make it regulation size and level
Addition of a second futsal court
Upgrade of the playground equipment with a focus on accessibility
Addition of a community garden
Upgrade of picnic areas and shelters
Addition of a large shelter on the south side of the park so multiple large family gatherings can happen concurrently
Updating of the restrooms
Renovation of the historic monuments and entry sign
Refinement and renovation of the park drives
Tree trimming
Upgrade of turf quality in the park

Central Park
Central Park is the hub of the community and crown jewel of the park system. It is the gathering place most central to the
community and many community events are held in and around the park. Its proximity to the downtown square also makes it a
destination for those who are visiting from outside community or shopping in the business district. The adjacent library, church
and other community service type of buildings and facilities provide synergies and drive higher visitor numbers to the park. The
park’s mature trees and appropriate Central Park feel make this the community hub that it is.
As with all parks in the Carthage system, the park has some high-level amenities or features, historic elements, and some deferred
maintenance that keeps the amenities and park from being an absolute gem. The professional design concept for this park is
based on updates to remedy some of the deferred maintenance items, replace some items that have passed their useful lifespan
or point of repair, and suggest new amenities, such as a permanent farmer’s market structure, to address the most popular and
highest ranked community desires.

Fair Acres Park
Fair Acres Park is home to nearly all the athletic fields in the community. Baseball, softball, and soccer fields for all age levels are
home to Fair Acres, and the partnership with the adjacent YMCA for programming of the fields is a big reason for that. The High
School is also adjacent the park to the east, and while the school district has built to- quality sports facilities on their campus,
there is a tremendous opportunity for partnerships, namely the construction of a modern baseball stadium to replace Rock
Stadium that is in Municipal Park.
Overall, Fair Acres Park is like all parks in the system in that it has issues with handicap accessibility and suffers from some
deferred maintenance items and lack of professional design vision, but the layout of the park in general works well and users have
ample space for the intended uses.
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Freer Park
Freer Park is a parcel of park land that is currently undeveloped in a neighborhood on the east side of town. It is bisected by a
concrete-lined drainage channel, is relatively flat, and has some mature trees along the street frontages. Due to the large drainage
channel, development of the park must be carefully planned so that the future of the park is useful, efficient and allows for the
optimal use of the park. Reworking of the drainage channel to be a more natural feature and to help slow stormwater rather
than convey it should be considered whether the park is developed or not. The park most likely should be a passive park and
programming should be minimal.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Potential uses for the park could include:
Community gardens
Picnic areas and shelter
Exercise loop trail
Fishing pond
All-inclusive accessible playground

Griggs Park
Central to the west side of the community and surrounded by neighborhoods, Griggs Park is a highly used park. It is very full of
amenities and is home to the recent tennis court conversion to pickleball and new, growing community garden. Open, green space
is hard to come by in this park as most all of the park is filled with amenities.
The playground is a mix of some new and a lot of very old pieces that are scattered in the lawn area with little design or continuity.
Removing the older, dilapidated pieces is recommended and a design to tie all the newer pieces as well as future pieces together
in an accessible manner is a must.
Most amenities in the park, otherwise, are newer or in good repair, except for a few things that need updating or replacement.
Overall, this park is a hub of activity and is an enjoyable part of the community.

Kellogg Lake Park
History and nature come together in a unique setting in Kellogg Lake Park. Located on the Spring River and containing Kellogg
Lake within the park, access to water is the overall theme of this park, which makes it unique within the community and park
system.
Kellogg Lake Park, due to its location on the main highway into town, is the gateway to the community, as well as a draw for those
who live in nearby communities where the lake, river, and nature amenities in a park setting are not otherwise readily available.
The park being a home to a remnant of the original Route 66 is also a tourism draw for the community
User experience in the park will benefit from the professional design concept that has been developed during the master plan
process. The plan addresses many upgrades and additions to the park that will only enhance the unique experiences found in
Kellogg Lake Park to elevate this park from good to great. Improvements recommended in the design concept include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A new nature play playground
A new restroom building
New and improvement of existing fishing docks around the lake
Dredging of the lake to deepen for better fish habitat and lake water quality
Improvement of the lake edges for better shore access to the water
Addition of fishing and sunset observation benches around the lake, especially on the east side
Creation of a gateway element on the Northwest corner of the lake
Upgraded shelters
Interpretive signage and education opportunities around the river sloughs
Improvements of disc golf course amenities
Updates to the Spring River beach
Addition of kayak launches above and below check dam in Spring River
Interpretive and improvements to the historic Old Route 66 remnants within the park
Landscape screening of adjacent properties and conversion of some of the mowed turf areas to native grass preserves
ADA improvements
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Municipal Park
Municipal Park is the community work horse park that contains a lot of single-offered community park assets. The amenities and
uses found in Municipal Park span everything from picnics to golf, playgrounds to fairgrounds, and everything in between.
Overall, the park is crowded and full of facilities and physical amenities. Some are great, but most suffer from age and deferred
maintenance. The professional design concept for this park recommends removal of some facilities, such as the adult softball field,
putt putt course and Rock Stadium to help with overcrowding of the park and to allow for expansion or reconfiguration of some
important park elements. The concept also recommends improvements to the layout and physical structures for the golf course,
fairgrounds, skate rink, parking, circulation, playgrounds, shelters, pool house and golf/park maintenance areas. Additions to the
park include a contemporary aquatic facility to replace the old one, a dog park, walking trails to help connect the park to the Ruby
Jack regional trail and amenities within the park and to the surrounding neighborhoods, and a community building to replace
some older buildings.
The partnerships with the Saddle Club and Jasper County 4H and Fair should be strengthened through renovation and expansion
of their facilities within the park and the park concept design addresses some of those needs as well.

Walnut Bottoms Park
Walnut Bottoms Park is located on the north-central side of town, on the north banks of the Spring River. The park is currently
undeveloped, wooded floodplain land, and access to the park is through some properties that are not inviting and frankly, not
entirely safe. This park should not be developed as a park facility due to all of the difficult and expensive characteristics of the
property.

New Park Needs
Land Acquisition
As the community grows, which primarily is happening in the southwest portion of the community toward Joplin, parks and
recreation opportunities will need to be developed and offered to support the newer parts of Carthage. Currently, there are some
opportunities for land acquisition for future park development and the community should plan and make acquisitions as they make
sense and provide park system growth in the right locations.
The community has very nice parks, but that one regional park draw to the community is lacking (other than the golf course at
Municipal Park, which is a specific niche park use). The City of Carthage should pursue the acquisition of a regional park that
offers unique amenities and experiences that would add to the park and recreation offerings in the community as well as to the
region, making the new park(s) an economic draw for the City of Carthage.
Study of a couple of potential properties, as well as surrounding community parks and recreation offerings, was done during the
parks and recreation master plan process and a few offerings or opportunities that should be considered include:
A sizable lake to provide fishing and non-motorized boating/kayaking, with surrounding trails, hiking, equestrian uses, camping/
glamping, bird watching and other secluded “Ozark” experiences in nature.

Active Athletic Facilities
Active athletic facilities are primarily found in Fair Acres Park, with a few facilities at Carter, Griggs, and Municipal Park. Athletic
fields include baseball, softball, soccer, and football, while sports courts include futsal, pickleball, basketball facilities. In general,
outside of the brand new pickleball facility at Griggs Park, the fields and courts suffer from deferred maintenance and high use,
making the upkeep and life cycle replacement forecast difficult to keep up with and at this point catch up with. It is recommended a
capital improvement plan and annual maintenance plan be developed just for the active recreation facilities in the community with
an accelerated pace for the first 10 years.
Rock Stadium within Municipal Park is at a stage in life where it needs to be removed and replaced with a more modern stadium
that serves the high school better both from a location standpoint as well as a more modern facility. Partnership with the school
district should be explored to build a new stadium at the southeast corner of Fair Acres Park to serve the school’s needs while still
supplying a community level facility.
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Playgrounds
Playgrounds and play equipment in the city parks need to be replaced on a scheduled basis. Most playgrounds in the parks, at
a minimum, need updates to the fall zone surfacing to make them accessible. Many playgrounds in the system are aged and
need to be replaced. Many cites choose to replace playgrounds every 10 to 15 years, which would be a good goal for Carthage to
implement on a rolling, staggered basis. For the first round of replacements and upgrades, it is recommended to accomplish these
within the first 7-10 years to accelerate the upgrades and then get on a 10-15 replacement schedule. There should be a focus on
integration of more strategic play type structures in lieu of all post and deck type construction. Finally, a destination playground
should be added to the system and located in Municipal Park.

Signage
One deficiency noted in the overall park system analysis is the lack of a unifying theme and look for park signage and wayfinding.
Current signage includes a variety of types, materials, and styles. This is a common issue in communities where park development
has occurred over decades of time. Designing a consistent and updated style standard for park monuments, internal signage,
wayfinding signage and interpretive signage really helps to add excitement within the community and help brand the parks as a
unifying community pride element. Curb appeal with supporting landscaping also helps to reinforce the welcoming and safe feel of
parks.

Shared-use Paths and Trails
In addition to new parks, a master plan for connectivity throughout the community needs to be developed to address one
of the top-rated needs from the community involvement inputs. Non-motorized multi-use hiking and biking trails need to be
established to link parks, neighborhoods, business districts, civic and community services, and other points of interest throughout
the community. Trails provide a multi-modal connection for a wider range of citizens in all demographic categories and socioeconomical statuses.
With the presence of the Ruby Jack trail head on the west side of town, a connection to the Ruby Jack Trail that links Carthage to
Joplin should be prioritized as an economic driver for the community. Linking to that trail, which has close proximity to Municipal
Park, and providing a connection to the civic center of the community, would allow for eco-tourism opportunities not previously
available to Carthage residents.
Looped trails should be added to Municipal, Freer, and Carter Parks to augment the looped trail at Fair Acres Park and overall
equitable community access to that type of experience.
Previous shared on-street bike lanes have proven to be met with mixed popularity. While these provide a valid form or multi-modal
connectivity within the community, and they should be considered when other trail connections are not feasible, they should be
used only where necessary and when a comprehensive study of trail connectivity dictates the need for this type of trail connection.
The trail master plan should also evaluate the newly added and popular trend of motorized scooters (Lime Scooters currently) on
the streets and trails of the community. Careful policy creation for how many and where scooters are allowed to operate should
dovetail with the current and future trail opportunities within the community.

Off Road Mountain Biking and Motorized Biking
Opportunities for off-road mountain biking and motorized biking may also be present and should be evaluated based on location
and community support for those activities. Mountain biking facilities have become very popular in the region and there are lots of
trail clubs and enthusiast groups that should be engaged to help develop the trails and maintain them, should this opportunity and
need become present.

Blueway Water Trail
There is a tremendous opportunity to provide a blue-way water trail on the Spring River. Starting at Kellogg Lake Park, the Spring
River appears to be a great kayak/canoe connection from the east side of town to the west and beyond. Entry facilities at Kellogg
Lake Park should be added and an exit point at Walnut Bottoms Park (if it becomes a developed park at some point) or further east
where the river is adjacent to Civil War Road. Further study of this component of connectivity should be done during an overall
trail and connectivity master plan.

Chapter Summary
The ratings assigned to each park in this chapter provide helpful information that can be used to develop an approach to upgrading
the entire park system as resources become available. Except for Central Park, which is rated as Good, all other parks are rated as
Poor, so there is work to be done. Noted in the ETC survey, citizens are supportive of taking care of their system, thus community
leaders can move forward with confidence that their actions for improvements will be well-received.

Relevance to the development of the 2021 Parks and Recreation Master Plan
The Park and Recreation Master Plan will include several recommendations for upgrades to the park system that have been
identified in this chapter.
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Chapter 6

Park System Maintenance Assessment
Introduction
Assets for which the Park and Recreation Department is responsible include 377 acres of park land, the Memorial Hall, other
recreation facilities and structures in the park system. This chapter will focus on the requirements needed and available resources
to maintain the park system. Ultimately, requirements and resources will be matched to community expectations to determine if
the Department is positioned to provide the Level of Service that is needed.

Park System Maintenance Staff
Table 1
Staff Type

Number

Annual Hours

Budgeted Time Off

Net Available Time

Full-time

5.5

11,440

1,060 annual hours

10,380 annual hours

Seasonal (full-time
equivalents)

varies

5,250

0

5,250

Community Service

varies

80

0

80

TOTAL

5.5

16,770

1,060

15,710

Park System Details
Table 2
Item

Detail

Park Operations Budget

$530,298

Acres Maintained

169.15 maintained by dedicated park staff and does not include the
golf course with 160 acres as it has its own dedicated staff

Buildings/structures maintained

104,036 sq. ft. of buildings and structures are maintained

Parks maintained (including the golf course)

7 (Walnut Bottoms is not included as it requires no maintenance and
no longer classified as a park)

Contractual Services

Currently, no outside services are contracted

Travel Time

Fifteen minutes from Municipal Park to Fair Acres Park

Maintenance Types
There are three categories, and/or, maintenance types as succinctly defined below.
1. Preventive - The goal of Preventive Maintenance is to schedule routine actions on each asset that is to be maintained.
2. Cyclical - Cyclical Maintenance generally is defined as the maintenance action on a key element of an asset that will need to be
replacement or refurbishment one or more times during the life of the asset.
3. Corrective - Corrective Maintenance is the least preferred type of maintenance as it is a signal that preventive and cyclical
maintenance duties are falling behind.
Maintenance Type Summary - Conversations with the Department’s maintenance supervisor conclude that the Department
operates in the corrective maintenance mode far more than the preventive mode. Cyclical maintenance and support for popular
community-based activities and recreation facilities is scheduled with a high priority, for example:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Opening and closing of pools and restrooms
Irrigation systems
Youth Fair support
July 4th celebration
Food Truck Fridays
Other community events
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Maintenance Tasks: Annual Man Hour Requirement and Budget
Table 3
Task

Task:
Annual Man
Hours

Task:
Annual
Budget

Task: Maintenance Frequency (daily,
weekly, monthly, as needed)

Administration

3432

73,392

Monthly and as needed

Large park mowing/mulching

3040

34,960

Weekly

Fair Acres

2240

25,760

Weekly except for playing surfaces which
is twice weekly

Trimming

160

1840

Every three weeks

Trash pickup

780

8970

Daily / Weekends as required

Tree maintenance

350

4025

As needed

Restroom cleaning

350

4025

Daily / Weekends as required

432

Painting and graffiti removal

80

920

As needed

300

Noxious weeds

120

1800

Monthly

Food Truck Friday support

336

3864

April thru September / Will increase in
the future

164

Special Event Support (tables and trash
barrels)

120

1500

As needed / Will increase in the future /
Weekends as required

380

Flower bed maintenance (roundabout
and Central Park)

120

1380

Monthly

480

Equipment/vehicle maintenance

120

1620

As needed

150

Pool maintenance

294

3528

Seasonally / Weekends as required

60

Memorial Hall support (setups and small
maintenance)

30

390

As needed / Will increase in the future

200

Facility/park structure repairs
(restrooms, shelters, concession stands,
outdoor athletic hard courts etc.)

500

6250

Weekly and as needed

250

Youth Fair support

48

1200

Annually

102

Staff Training

80

920

As needed

200

Lighting

20

350

As needed

100

Snow Removal

40

500

As needed

Irrigation

256

3200

As needed

244

Recreation playground equipment and
play court maintenance

120

1380

As needed

300

Construction / Demo/ outside of regular
maintenance

2815

36,595

Breakdown on separate spreadsheet

0

TOTAL

15,451

218,369
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Park Inventory - Number of Acres and Number of Acres Maintained
Park Name

Total Number of Acres

Total Number of Acres Maintained

Municipal

62

58

Carter

8.65

8.65

Central

4.5

4.5

Freer

5

5

Griggs

2

2

Kellogg Lake

53

31 acres (Lake not included)

Fair Acres

67

60

Walnut Bottoms

15.5

0

TOTAL

217.65

169.15

Building and Structures Maintenance
Item

Square Footage

Municipal Park

88,132

Kellogg Lake

1,450

Fair Acres

9,326

Carter Park

2,039

Griggs Park

352

Central Park

2,737

TOTAL

104,036

Maintenance Equipment
The Park and Recreation Department manages 38 pieces of equipment to be used for the maintenance of the park system.
Management details for the equipment follows:
• There is not an automatic equipment replacement program
• Equipment is shared between Parks and Recreation, Public Works, and CWEP as needed
• Equipment condition is evaluated as follows:
Item

Good

Average

Poor

Immediate Replacement

Number of Pieces of Equipment

29

7

2

0

Chapter Summary
• Data used to create this chapter will become more precise in the future as the Department acquires a maintenance
management software system.
• The data shows a need for an additional annual need of 4,762 man hours to maintain the park system.
• The condition of maintenance equipment is good.
• Small tree maintenance costs are offset by a volunteer whose name is Fred. The Department has a budget of $200K from the
Parks and Stormwater Fund to complete a tree inventory and some maintenance.
• Administration hours could change if the Department begins to do more event and recreation programming in the future.
• Kellogg Lake mowing cycle is okay for now, but it is possible the cycle could be shortened to raise the level of service as the
grass grows very quickly at that park.
• Restroom cleaning will be increased to twice each day (2 hours per cleaning x 6 days each week x 36 weeks per season).
• Construction/demo work will change dramatically from 2815 down to 600 as the Department will utilize contractors for that
type of work in the future so that staff can focus on maintenance.
• An additional 4,762 annual man hours are needed to provide the level of service that is needed to maintain the park system.

Relevance to the development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Plan
The data and data analysis provided in this chapter will set a foundation upon which the Department can build a Data Management
Model that will be enhanced by the purchase of a work order system program. Combined, the data management model with the
use of a work order system will result in a more effective and efficient park system for the citizens of Carthage.
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Chapter 7

Recreation Program Assessment
Introduction
Historically, the Department has not been a Direct Provider of recreation programs and activities nor has the city invested in
revenue-producing facilities, rather it has served as a Facilitator to others who organize and produce programs and activities.
Because of that historical role, the Department’s current organizational structure does not include the capabilities or resources to
make an immediate entry into serving the community as a Direct Provider, but it can make an informed decision about its future
programming role, if any, by following the guidelines/best practices in this chapter.

National Best Practice Tools used by DHC to Analyze the Department’s Future Programming Role
Best Practice #1: Mission Driven – All best practice agencies are mission-driven.
Carthage - The Mission Statement of the Carthage Park and Recreation Department is: To listen, unite, celebrate, and provide
leadership for the Carthage community.

Best Practice #2: Citizen Preferences – Understanding citizen preferences with priority on the use of quantifiable
results such as a statistically valid survey and in-depth analysis of current and potential future new programs
Carthage - The statistically valid citizen survey of 2021 quantifies program, recreation facility, and out-of-town recreation activity
preferences as shown below in the graphs. The top citizen preferences are:
Recreation Program Preference Priorities
1. Adult fitness and wellness programs
2. History and museums
3. Outdoor environmental/nature camps/programs
4. Senior programs
5. Exercise classes
6. Community special events
Recreation Facility Preference Priorities
1. Farmer’s market
2. Walking and biking trails
3. Restrooms
4. Outdoor water park
5. Natural parks and preserves
6. Indoor running/walking tracks
Reasons to Leave Carthage for Recreation Activities
1. Farmer’s Markets – 63%
2. Trails – 39%
3. Specal Events – 38%
4. Aquatics – 23%
5. Arts – 20%
6. Sports – 17%
7. Dog Parks – 14%
8. Fair & Rodeo Events – 1%
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Best Practice #2a: Citizen Preferences by Format
Citizen preferences for program formats taken from the citizen survey indicate a clear preference for a recreation program format
followed by a social format. Available to the public in Carthage and all communities are shown below: Recreation, Social, SelfDirected, Self-Improvement, Spectator, and Competitive.
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Best Practice #2b: Understanding current Programs by Format, Life Cycle, and Sponsoring Agency
Table 1: Programs by Format, Life Cycle, and Sponsoring Agency
Program

Sponsoring Agency

Program Format*

Program Growth

Program Stable

Swimming

Carthage Aquatic Team

Competitive

Youth Soccer – Fall

YMCA

Recreation

x

Youth Soccer –Spring

YMCA

Recreation

x

Youth Flag Football

YMCA

Recreation

x

Soccer Camp

YMCA

Self-Improvement

x

Youth Softball

Carthage Youth Softball

Recreation and
Competitive

x

Youth Fair

JCYF

All formats are
offered

x

Special Events

Vision Carthage

Recreation and Social

x

Program Decline
x

*Program Format Choices: Competitive, Recreation, Self-Directed, Self-Improvement, Social, Spectator

Best Practice #3: Recreation Facilities – Facilities should be both physically and functionally appropriate for the
programs that they are scheduled for. Minimum physical expectations include ease of access, safety, cleanliness,
attractiveness, and adequate space for activity. Minimum functional expectation is that the space is not limiting to
the programs that occur within. Table 4 below displays recreation facilities available in Carthage and a rating of
their physical and functional capability.
Table 2: Recreation Facilities and their Capabilities
Facility

Physical Capability Rating

Functional Capability Rating

Skating Rink

Low

Low

YMCA

Good

Good

Senior Center

Medium

Medium

Municipal Auditorium

Medium

Medium

Swimming Pool

Low

Low

Athletic Fields – Fair Acres

Good

Good

Athletic Fields – Municipal Park

Low

Low

Rock Park Stadium

Low

Low

Best Practice #4: Core Program Criteria - Awareness that the agency cannot be everything to everyone, thus a deep
understanding of what its core program is or should be.
Core program criteria:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Programs that are core to the agency’s Mission Statement
Programs to which major facility investments have been made to accommodate the program
Programs to which staff capabilities have been aligned
Programs which occur in more than one season
Programs which have a long history/tradition in the community
Programs which are aligned with stated goals of the governing body
Programs that offer a wide demographic appeal

Carthage – Because programs are provided by other agencies, the Department does not have a core program at this time;
however, the criteria can serve as a future reference.
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Best Practice #4a: Core Program Operations and Management Policy
Best practice agencies develop an operations and management policy that dictates how best to use its resources to ensure that
core programs and all other programs that it directly provides and/or partners with others to provide are consistently excellent.
The Core Program Operations and Management Policy will develop criteria that will be used to prioritize the use of its facilities. As
a minimum, the Policy will include specifics related to user groups:
•
•
•
•

age
type of experience offered (instructional, developmental, recreation, competitive travel, competitive elite)
residence of participants (local versus non-local)
other directives from City Administrators/City Council such as cost recovery expectations

Best Practice #5: Program Development Process - Utilizing an organized process to determine citizen preferences
for programs by age, format, and type.
Carthage – As the Department enters more into the organization and production of programs, it will need to develop a formal
process that is directed at engaging citizens on a regular basis, say annually, to determine which programs should be considered
for addition and/or dropped from the schedule.

Best Practice #6: Program Evaluations – As the Department enters more into the organization and production
of programs, it will need to develop and utilize pre-program and post-program evaluations for participants to
determine to what extent program expectations were met.
Typical evaluation question topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ease of registration
Learning outcomes
Instructor knowledge and interactive skills
Appropriate balance between participants and supervisors
Cleanliness of the facility
Value of the experience when fee is compared with the quality of the experience

Best Practice #7: Program Marketing – One definition of marketing is that it is an activity and a process for
creating, communicating, delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, partners, and citizens
at large.
Carthage – Regardless of its future entry into the programming arena, the Department is already making strides with community
partners to develop and implement its marketing strategy. The need is significant and shown below in the graph from the citizen
survey. The graph shows that the number one reason given by citizens for not participating in programs is that they do not know
what is being offered.
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Summary - Best Practice Indicators of a Quality Program
If the Department enters the programming arena in the future, it will want to compare itself to the Best Practice Program Criteria
as shown below in Table 6.

Table 3: Summary of Quality Programming and Facility Best Practices
Best Practice

City of Carthage

Mission Driven Agency

Will become more intentional as the Master Plan is adopted

Organized Program Development Process

n/a at this time

Program aligned with citizen preferences

n/a at this time

Formal Partnership Agreements

Yes

Other Provider Relationships

Yes

Pre-Program and Post-Program Evaluations

n/a at this time

Balance between Growth and Declining Programs

n/a at this time

Equitable access to indoor facilities

No

Centralized marketing process

n/a at this time

Physically Functional Recreation Facilities

Yes

Functionally Capable Recreation Facilities

Yes

Summary - Best Practice Indicators of Functionally and Physically Capable Recreation Facilities
The Department’s current programming role is as a Facilitator to other community groups who organize and produce programs
and activities. The data collected in this chapter will position the Department to make an informed decision about its future role
which could be as both a Facilitator and Direct Provider.
For all programs and activities, regardless of the provider, the arenas within which they occur are the recreation facilities. This
chapter lists the recreation facilities and their rated physical and functional capability to meet program demands by users. As
detailed above in Best Practice #3, facilities should be both physically and functionally appropriate for the programs that they are
scheduled for. Minimum physical and functional expectations include ease of access, safety, cleanliness, attractiveness, adequate
space, and appropriate layout for the activity it is hosting, user space that is designed and finished in a way that reflects the type of
experience opportunity that is offered in contemporary facilities, and space that is not limiting to the programs that occur within.
Availability and access to indoor facilities is limited.

Relevance to the development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan
The future role of the Department of Parks and Recreation must be intentional as will be recommended in the Master Plan.
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Chapter 8

Organizational Assessment
Master Planning Task:
To assess the Carthage Park and Recreation Department from an organizational perspective to determine if it is positioned to meet
its goals.

Introduction
The Carthage Park and Recreation Department operates and manages parks, natural resources, aquatics, golf course and
recreation facilities. The department is typical of all similar agencies throughout the United States as it relates to the challenge of
allocating scarce resources to meet the demands that almost always exceed resources.
To analyze the department’s capabilities, the consultant has selected a model developed by Universalia. The Universalia Model is
built upon the use of four assessment tool:
1. external impacts
2. organizational capacity
3. organizational practices
4. organizational performance as measured by metrics

Organizational Assessment Tool #1 – External Impacts
To evaluate external impacts on the department, eight topics were selected for discussion. Those topics and staff comments follow:

Political Interaction
• The interaction process between the Director of Parks and Recreation and the city council is primarily through the Director
and the city councilors who are appointed to the Public Services Committee. This interaction process is enhanced by the
involvement of the city administrator, to whom the Director communicates on a regular basis, to ensure that there is an
orderly flow of communication.
• To mitigate second-guessing and misinformation and to provide timely information, the Director has been given the
opportunity to update councilors on all matters of importance so that informed decisions can be made
• There are both anecdotal and factual examples in the last several months of a higher commitment to support the Park and
Recreation Department; for example:
◦ The annual budgeting process in 2020 resulted in strong support for budget requests from the department
◦ Individual councilors have commented about their hope for a brighter future for the park system and the importance of
parks and recreation to the community
◦ A recent equipment purchase in the amount of $350K was approved and funded from a park and stormwater tax revenue
source.

Citizen Preferences
• The most formal and organized method of engaging the public is through the city’s Public Service Committee (PSC) which is
the official oversight committee to the Park and Recreation Department. The PSC has been supportive but also proven that it
is prepared to engage in difficult conversations as the need arises.
• The Department would like to develop a strong relationship and communication process with leaders of the Hispanic
community and is working with the CVB and others to make this happen.

Social or Cultural Changes
• The community features a large Hispanic population. Staff would like to improve its interaction with this group but has found it
difficult to do so
• It is difficult to identify and communicate with non-organized citizens to determine their preferences for park and recreation
services
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Stakeholder/special interest group Involvement
• The Director is working well with special interest groups
• The Director is aware of his duty to set realistic expectations throughout the community for the allocation of Department
resources
• A recent change of leadership at the Director’s position offers an opportunity to start with a clean slate as it relates to
interactions between the department, its internal customers, and its external customers
• Active community groups such as Vision Carthage want to do as much as they can for the community. The Director is receptive
to community involvement and will be searching for an approach to match community interest with Department resources.
• GRO and the Department are working closely to develop an economic development/visioning process.

Economic conditions
• The city council and administrator are searching for opportunities to support the department. Current examples include:
◦ An allocation of $400K in early 2021 for new maintenance equipment
◦ Possible allocation in August 2021 of Use Tax Revenue to target priority park projects that are developed in the 2021
master plan recommendations
• The community is blessed with extraordinarily strong support from Foundations:
◦ McCune Brooks Healthcare
◦ McCune Brooks Regional Hospital Trust (maybe $5.0M for aquatics)
◦ Steadley Trust – they built the Fair Acres Sports Complex and the YMCA and most new facilities with R-9.
◦ The Boylan Foundation – the Foundation often provides funding for core park system elements that need upgraded.

Legal issues
• There are no formal legal issues currently.

Trends
• The department is buffered somewhat from national, regional, and local trends because it is not a direct provider of programs.
• Use of city-owned recreation facilities by other organized groups has not changed much in the last few years, thus no
noticeable trends from that perspective
• The 2021 park and recreation master plan will hi-light changes in citizen program preferences which leans more toward nonorganized and self-improvement programs/services, thus the department may have program opportunities at its disposal
given the nature of its parks and facilities

Technology
• The department does not have a maintenance management software system; however, it is considering asset management
software and a work order system in 2021
• The department does have an online reservation system at the golf course (Tee Snap) but does not have software to manage
current and future programs, services, and maintenance management
• The golf course does have an app that was developed by Gallus

Organizational Assessment Tool #2 – Organizational Capacity
To evaluate organizational capacity of the department, eight topics were selected for discussion. Those topics and staff comments
follow:

Finance and Budget
• The department’s operating budget is included in the city’s general fund
• Capital dollars are funded from sales tax
• Maintenance equipment, vehicles, and park projects have been funded by a Park and Stormwater Tax; Capital Improvement
Sales Tax, and General Revenue.
• Director comments about budgets and funding:
◦ Operating and maintenance funding needs to be increased to meet the new vision that is detailed in the Master Plan and
to align more closely with other community agencies who are collaborating to make Carthage the type of community
where people want to continue to live, move to from elsewhere, or to visit
◦ The city has recognized that there is a need for increased capital funding
◦ Capital projects are highly supported by community foundations
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Inventory of land and facilities
• The inventory of land and facilities will be detailed in another chapter
• Stakeholder interviews often mentioned that Carthage is blessed with a lot of parks and park acres. This observation will be
detailed in another chapter to provide specificity about the number of parks and park acres

Staffing
• Staffing prior to the development of the2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan has been characterized by the Director as
adequate for the current level of service that is provided. Not included in the current level of service are important community
functions such as marketing, public information and a higher level of service to meet citizen expectations. As the 2021 Master
Plan is completed, its implementation will call for a new vision for the Department:
◦ Emphasis on marketing, website management, public information, and administrative support
◦ The Department has entered into an agreement with the CVB to provide public information services
◦ Emphasis on programming capabilities as determined during the development of the master plan
◦ Emphasis on park and recreation education for staff, particularly at the administrative level
◦ Emphasis on redirecting resources currently allocated for park crew construction projects to other administrative needs
and the corresponding identification of new funding to handle construction projects
◦ Emphasis on additional annual man hours for maintenance staff to elevate the level of service that is provided

Department Structure
The department is organized in a manner that capitalizes on the golf background of the Director. Accordingly:
•
•
•
•

golf course staff reports directly to the Department Director
the Memorial Hall Supervisor reports to the Department Director
the Park Maintenance Supervisor reports to the Department Director
the Department structure will be evaluated during the development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan to determine
if a new structure should be created to allow for all the opportunities that were detailed above in the Staffing Paragraph

Programming
• Direct programming is organized and produced by others such as the YMCA, Jasper County Youth Fair, softball and baseball
special interest groups, Chamber of Commerce, CVB, Conservation Department with Kellogg’s Lake, and the Kellogg Lake
Advisory Committee.
• The department organizes and produces golf activities
• The department serves as a facilitator for all programs and activities that occur in the park system
• The department is interested in providing direct programs/services if opportunities are discovered during the development of
the 2021 park and recreation master plan

Partnerships
There are three types of partnerships that the department is involved with:
• Public/public – During the development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan, the department is interested in an
assessment of a regional partnership with several surrounding communities: Joplin, Neosho, Lamar, Webb City, Carl Junction,
Springfield, Miami and Pittsburg. Opportunity examples may include sports events and historic tours/education
• Public/Private – Current public/private partnerships include the Carthage Water and Electric Plant (CWEP), the Kent and
Mary Memorial Steadley Foundation; McCune Brooks Regional Hospital Trust; McCune Healthcare Foundation, and The Boylan
Foundation
• Public/Not-for-profit – Current partners include the baseball and softball associations, YMCA, Kiddieland/Kiwanis, R-9 school
district, Saddle Club, and the Jasper County Youth Fair

Organizational Assessment Tool #3 – Organizational Practices
Customer Service – The Department is fully aware that is serves both internal and external customers.
• Internal Customers – Staff feels that its interaction with other city departments is good.
• External Customers - Historically, staff feels its interaction with the public has been limited apart from organized user groups
such as sports associations, Youth Fair, and special event organizers for activities such as Food Truck Friday sponsored by
the CVB. Due to the nature of golf course management with a constant flow of users, staff feels its interaction with the golfing
public is good
Equitable access – Staff feels its interaction with individuals, and/or, groups in need of Department support has room for
improvement. There are known instances where city resources are available, but those resources have not been matched with
known needs within the community. Good examples include sports fields.
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Class and program service goal – The Department is awaiting the completion of this master plan to identify programs for which it
is capable of offering. The department understands that its future role in programming will recognize the historical role played by
others within the community. Currently, apart from the golf course, the department is not a direct provider of recreation programs.
However, it partners with others to facilitate programs provided by the YMCA, Youth Fair, roller skating, and aquatics. The golf
course is a direct provider of leagues, local and regional youth, and adult programming.
Fiduciary (public trust) care for parks and facilities – Staff feels that, from an historical perspective, its internal and external
customers have not given the department high marks for its public interaction and management of the park system.
Fees and Charges – The Department does not have a formal cost recovery and pricing policy. Staff feels it needs a formal policy to
manage the department’s services and facilities more professionally and to aid in cost recovery and revenue generation to support
its operation.

Organizational Assessment Tool #4 – Organizational Performance/Metrics
• The golf course utilizes metrics to analyze its entire operation. Golf course metrics include:
◦ Annual rounds played
◦ Cost to provide a round of golf
◦ Time of day and day of the week that are most popular
◦ Carthage green fees, annual passes, lessons, and tournament registration fees as compared to other popular courses in
the area
◦ Effectiveness of online registration services to manage the scheduling of tee times for daily fee versus season pass
holders
• Park system management has not advanced to the level that the golf course has for the use of metrics.
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Organizational Assessment Summary
To evaluate the Park and Recreation Department from an organizational perspective, the consultant has assigned a rating of each
category: external impacts, organizational capacity, organizational practices, and organizational performance. Although the rating
is subjective, it is based on the consultant’s experience that includes an in-depth understanding of national best practices for each
category and comparison with other communities that are similar to Carthage.
Assessment
Category
External Impacts

High
Rating

Medium
Rating

Low
Rating

x

Comment
Complimentary of the Director’s management approach
Challenges of interacting with the Hispanic community
Challenges with securing and implementing new technology
Challenges with establishing trust in new Department leadership
Apparent strong community interest by community leaders in asking the Department
to become more engaged with roles that heretofore have been managed by others.
Tourism is an example of a possible new role

Organizational
Capacity

x

Challenges with adjusting the department’s organizational structure and staff skill sets
to align with 2021 Master Plan recommendations.
Challenges with budget and financing:
There is not a dedicated funding source for the department
There is not an automatic equipment replacement program
Challenges with restructuring formal agreements with agencies/groups who have been
organizing and producing programs in the past

Organizational
Practices

x

Challenges with developing trust in the department’s care of the park system
Challenges with establishing relationships with groups who need park space and access
to facilities for their activities
Challenges with negotiating partnership agreements with organized user groups that
may differ from what they have been accustomed to in the past
Challenges with the development of a formal cost recovery and pricing policy that will
affect organized users, for the most part, and the fees that they have been accustomed
to in the past

Organizational
Performance

x

Challenge of acquiring management software and its implementation into the
department’s operating culture
Challenge of identifying management metrics and educating staff about the need for
their cooperation with capturing the data that is needed to develop the reports that are
needed
Challenge of developing a Departmental culture that uses data to manage its operations

Relevance to the development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Plan
An in-depth understanding of the information collected in this chapter by using the organizational assessment tools sets the stage
for realigning the Department as it transitions to the type of department is needs to be to meet current expectations from the
citizens of Carthage.
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Chapter 9

Mapping
Introduction
A summary of the four maps in this Chapter:
• Carthage Parks Map
◦ Shows locations of existing parks and highlights the lack of park acreage in the southern part of town
• Carthage Parks and Other Providers
◦ Shows distribution of other providers such as schools and religious institutions. By location, there appear to be
collaboration opportunities to provide public access to greenspace and recreation facilities
• Trails and Greenways:
◦ Current opportunities exist for looped trails within Municipal, Carter, Fair Acres, Kellogg, and Central parks
◦ Future park development at Freer Park will provide a looped trail option
◦ Future park acquisition in the southern part of the community will also provide options
◦ Off-street connectivity to all parks is limited because there are no greenways in the community
◦ Wider streets and sidewalks provide connectivity options
• Carthage Parks Service Areas
◦ This map emphasizes the lack of park land in the southern part of the community. The need for additional park land in
that location is further highlighted by the labeling of Fair Acres Park as a Special Use Park for sports, thus it is not the
type of park that serves a community-wide need

Overall Summary
The location of parks and their amenities is characteristic of a park system model that is referred to as a VENUES MODEL.
Carthage citizens are accustomed to commuting to Fair Acres Park for sports, Municipal Park for aquatics, golf, and the Jasper
County Youth Fair, Central Park for Food Truck Friday’s and other special events, Kellogg Lake Park for fishing and outdoor
environmental activities, Carter Park for soccer and other family activities.
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Chapter 10

Park Design Concepts

UPDATE BASKETBALL
COURT AND ADD SIGNAGE
S RIVER ST.

CONNECTION TO
BASKETBALL COURT

COMMUNITY GARDEN
benches
new shelter
SPRAYGROUND
UPDATE PLAYGROUND

LANDSCAPE AROUND
MONUMENT ENTRANCE

SEATING AREA

ROADWAY

FUTSAL COURTS

PARKING

RETAIN EXISTING
STRUCTURES, MAKE
ALL ADA ACCESSIBLE

REGULATION SOCCER PITCH
(RE-GRADE TO LEVEL)

SEATING AREA

WALKING TRAILS

PARK IMPROVEMENT NOTES
local art

1. ADD PARK SIGNAGE
2. aDD BENCHES AROUND
PLAYGROUND AND ALONG
WALKING TRAILS

new shelter
PARKING

3. REPLACE ALL LITTER
RECEPTACLES WITH A NEW
PARKS DEPARTMENT
STANDARD

1

CARTER PARK CONCEPT PLAN
1" = 50'-0"

N

E CHESTNUT ST.
LANDSCAPE AROUND
MONUMENT ENTRANCE

PARK IMPROVEMENT NOTES
1. ADD PARK SIGNAGE WITH
LANDSCAPING

MAKE W 7TH ST. ONE-WAY WITH
ANGLED PARKING ON BOTH SIDES

2. RE-SET BENCHES ON PADS
THAT ARE CONNECTED TO
PATHS FOR ACCESSIBILITY

5. INCORPORATE SOUND
SYSTEM THROUGHOUT PARK
(ADD TO LIGHT POLES OR
FIND SUITABLE WAY TO ADD
SECURELY)

W 7TH ST.

RENOVATE EXISTING
RESTROOMS

RE-PURPOSE VICTORIAN FENCE IN
NEW FARMER'S MARKET
STRUCTURE OR AROUND NEW
PLAYGROUND / SPRAYGROUND

LYON ST.

4. TRIM AND LIMB TREES

splash pad

S GARRISON AVE

3. REPLACE ALL LITTER
RECEPTACLES WITH A NEW
PARKS DEPARTMENT
STANDARD

PLAYGROUND

INCORPORATE INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR FOOD TRUCKS ALONG 7TH ST.

6. MAINTAIN VICTORIAN
CHARACTER OR PARK AND
AMENITIES

PERMANENT FARMER'S
MARKET STRUCTURE
LAWN / EVENT
SEATING

LIGHT EXISTING STATUE
WALKING TRAILS

RENOVATE
EXISTING FOUNTAIN

PERMANENT FARMER'S
MARKET STRUCTURE

REFURBISH SHELTER STRUCTURE
AND MAKE ADA ACCESSIBLE

EXISTING MEMORIAL
W CHESTNUT ST.

1

CENTRAL PARK CONCEPT PLAN
1" = 30'-0"

N

PARK ENTRY MONUMENT WITH
GATEWAY TO CARTHAGE AND
ROUTE 66 SIGNAGE

PARK IMPROVEMENT NOTES
1. ADD PARK SIGNAGE

IMPROVE PARKING

2. aDD BENCHES ALONG WALKING TRAILS

IMPROVE FISHING PIER

3. REPLACE ALL LITTER RECEPTACLES WITH
A NEW PARKS DEPARTMENT STANDARD

IMPROVE ADA
ACCESSIBILITY
WALKING TRAILS

OLD 66
BL V D

imrpove water's edge with rip-rap or
other armoring to reduce area of
weeds / mud and facilitate bank fishing

u.

s.

r

te

66

EXISTING
STRUCTURE
WITH FISHING
BOARDWALK
EXISTING POND
(DREDGE TO DEEPEN TO
IMPROVE FISH HABITAT)

EXISITNG STRUCTURE
PARKING
new RESTROOMS

FISHING
BENCHES

PARKING

nature play
native areas around wetlands and
slough with educational signage
ADD FOOT GOLF COURSE in
unison with disc golf routing

FISHING
BOARDWALK

UPGRADE DISC GOLF TEE PADS.
ADD BENCHES AND SIGNAGE

DOG PARK

SPRING RIVER

PARKING
shelter
OVERLOOK ON
OLD ABUTMENT

TRAIL CONNECTION TO WEST

rework spillway to allow
safer access via kayak

1

KELLOGG PARK CONCEPT PLAN
1" = 120'-0"

N

FISHING
BENCHES
WALKING TRAILS

BOAT RAMP WITH
KAYAK LAUINCH

EVERGREEN
SCREENING

UPDATE EXISTING snack
bar, ADD RESTROOMS

NEW SHELTER FOR GOLF
TOURNAMENT GATHERINGS

RENOVATE EXISTING RESTROOMS
MULTI-USE EXERCISE TRAIL

TRAIL CONNECTION

PARK GATEWAY SIGNAGE
PARKING / GOLF CART STAGING

PROPOSED HOLE #
ORIGINAL HOLE #

CONSOLIDATE PLAY INTO ONE
MULTI-GENERATIONAL PLAY WITH PARKING
AND MODERN FALL ZONE SURFACING

18
13

U.

S.

R

TE

66

CONTEMPORARY AQUATIC FACILITY WITH
ADJACENT SPRAYGROUND. UPDATE
POOL HOUSE AND ADD GOLF CLUBHOUSE

14
10

18

17

14

12

Renovate EXISTING rink STRUCTURE

9

13

DOG PARK

15

17

RELOCATE STORAGE YARD

1

Convert to golf
maintenance building

BOCCE COURTS, HORSE SHOES,
OTHER PERMANENT YARD GAMES

16

REMOVE OLD STADIUM AND BLEACHERS.
PRESERVE OUTFIELD FENCE AND
SCOREBOARD. ADD NEW SHELTER
2
15
16

10

11

3

RECONFIGURE AND ADD PARKING
PICNIC AREA

1

NEW COMMUNITY CENTER / youth
building / GOLF CLUBHOUSE

11

12

9

UPGRADE EXISTING
Driving range
8
2

PARK IMPROVEMENT NOTES

3

NEW PARKING AREAS
LARGE SHELTER FOR YOUTH FAIR

4

FUTURE YOUTH FAIR EXPANSION
SADDLE CLUB / FAIR GROUND USE

1. MOVE ALL SOFTBALL ACTIVITIES
TO FAIR ACRES PARK

RV SLIPS
PARK GATEWAY SIGNAGE

2. ADD PARK SIGNAGE

CLEAN-UP BULK
STORAGE AREA
(ADD BINS)

1" = 200'-0"

6

7

5

6
8

7

I-49

W MORGAN HEIGHTS RD.

4. UPDATE / ADD RESTROOMS TO
SUPPORT ALL USERS

MUNICIPAL PARK CONCEPT PLAN

UPDATE SADDLE
CLUB ARENA

5

4. REPLACE ALL LITTER
RECEPTACLES WITH A NEW
PARKS DEPARTMENT
STANDARD

1

Increase water storage along creek

4

3. Add BENCHES AROUND
PLAYGROUND, AND ALONG
WALKING TRAILS
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Chapter 11

Partnership Assessment
Master Planning Task:
To assess all current partnerships between the Park and Recreation Department and various public/private, public/not-for-profit,
and public/public groups for the purpose of:
1. Determining if existing partnerships are viable
2. Determining if any existing partnerships should be modified
3. Determining if any existing partnerships should be abandoned
4. Determining if any new partnerships should be developed

Introduction
The Park and Recreation Department currently partners with several groups for the purpose of leveraging its limited resources
to meet high priority community needs for the park system, park system amenities, recreation programs, services, and recreation
facilities.
The development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan provides a timely opportunity to review all formal, and/or informal
partnership agreements for several reasons:
• Current partnership agreements were developed at a time prior to 2020 when the Department was managed by former staff.
The logic used to develop those partnerships may no longer apply
• It is possible that the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan will recommend a new direction (s) for the Department to pursue,
thus the need to add, abandon, or modify current partnership agreements
• Regarding the addition, abandonment, or modification of partnership agreements, it is probable that the 2021 Park and
Recreation Master Plan will recommend a culture change regarding the use of city-owned facilities. As one example of
a culture change, the magnitude of which is yet to be determined, existing agreements may no longer be aequate if it is
determined that additional resources are needed to sustain the park system.

Current Partnerships
Table 1: Public/Private
Partner Name

Partner Contribution

Park and Recreation Department
Contribution

Carthage Water and Electric Plant

New Project Funding

The Kent and Mary Memorial Steadley
Foundation

New Project Funding

Community development opportunities that
offer popular options for these Foundations to
invest in

The McCune Brooks Regional Hospital Trust

New Project Funding

The McCune Healthcare Foundation

New Project Funding

The Roller Rink

Organization and management of indoor
youth programming
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Table 2: Public/Not-for-Profit Partners
Partner Name

Partner Contribution

Park and Recreation Department Contribution

Baseball and softball associations

Organization and production of youth sports
programs

Athletic fields, restrooms, concession facilities

Adult Softball

Organization and production of an adult softball
league

Use of city-owned facilities

Youth Softball

Organization and production of a youth softball
league

Use of city-owned facilities

Iglesia el Jordan

Organization and production of a soccer program

Use of city-owned facilities

Kiddieland/Kiwanis

Management of Kiddieland

Use of city-owned land

R-9 school district

Access to R-9 facilities for both indoor and outdoor
recreation activities

Use of city-owned facilities

Saddle Club

Organization and production of youth activities

Use of city-owned facilities

The Jasper County Youth Fair

Organization and production of youth activities

Use of city-owned facilities

Kellogg Lake Advisory Committee

Kellogg Lake Oversight

Advisory Committee Support

Joplin Trails Coalition

Trail System Coordination

Maintenance of Trailhead

Dogwood Garden Club

Maintenance of floraculture at Central Park

Support the Garden Club as needed

Table 3: Public/Public Partners
Partner Name

Partner Contribution

Park and Recreation Department
Contribution

MO Department of Conservation

Management expertise of Kellogg Lake fish
and wildlife

Support of MDC management
recommendations

Missouri DNR

Permitting and monitoring of water discharge
from Municipal Park Pool into Spring River

Supporrt water discharge requirements

Status of Current Partnerships
1. Not all current partnerships have been formalized into a written agreement
2. Partnerships have not been formally reviewed on an annual basis for the last two or three years. Historically, partnerships
have been reviewed by the Park and Recreation Department and the Public Service Committee
3. The recent transition process to a new Director of Parks and Recreation has left a void during the interim transition process as
everything has been on hold until the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan has been completed. Some issues have evolved
during the transition that otherwise would have been addressed
4. There may be a misunderstanding by some partners of the importance of the control over city-owned facilities that the Park
and Recreation Department must maintain
5. Generally, partners have not understood the long-term financial impact of their donations/upgrades to city-owned facilities.
The result of this misunderstanding is that the Park and Recreation Department is burdened with maintenance and capital
funding expenditures that otherwise the partner should have been responsible for
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Current Partnership Agreements
City Facility

Name of Partner

Fee

Date of
Agreement

Roller Rink

Pam Graff

$3,600 annually

January 2019

Youth Softball

No fee

2006

Lessor Terms:
Exterior walls
Roof
Plumbing
Lessee Terms:
Pays utilities
Interior repairs
Liability Insurance
Concession income
Fair Acres Softball Complex

Lessor Terms:
Non-exclusive use of the fields
Retains the right to schedule the fields for additional events not scheduled by the Youth Softball League
Requires permission for non-scheduled games
Reasonable maintenance
Major repairs such as plumbing, roofing, electrical, fencing, structural and lighting
No alcohol
Mow outfields
Empty trash barrels
Equipment storage facility
Lessee Terms:
Organize and manage the program
Summer, Late Summer Program from April 1 through mid August and three tournaments
Will provide all equipment and complete management and supervision of the program
Provide a schedule for all games
Utilities
Game infield preparation
Trash pickup
Clean-up services at restrooms and concession stand
Restroom supplies
Concession stand supplies
Collection/payment of sales tax at the concession stand
Meet Jasper County Health Department codes
Hold Harmless Agreement
Liability Insurance
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City Facility

Name of Partner

Fee

Date of
Agreement

Fair Acres Sports Complex (one utility
field area)

Iglesia el Jordan Soccer

No Fee

2009

No fee

January 2019

No Fee

June 2009

Lessor Terms:
Non-exclusive use of the fields
Saturdays only
Will mow the grass
Reasonable field maintenance
No parking on the grass areas
Empty trash barrels
Vendors must request permission from the city
Lessee Terms:
Organize and manage the program
Will provide all equipment and complete management and supervision of the program
Trash pickup
Hold Harmless Agreement
Liability Insurance
Hallam Sports Complex

Adult Softball/Jonathan Goolsby

Lessor Terms:
Non-exclusive use of the fields
Requires permission for non-scheduled games
No alcohol
Mow outfields
Empty trash barrels
Equipment storage facility
Lessee Terms:
Organize and manage the program
Provide a schedule for all games
Utilities
Game infield preparation
Trash pickup
Clean-up services at restrooms and concession stand
Restroom supplies
Concession stand supplies
Collection/payment of sales tax at the concession stand
Meet Jasper County Health Department codes
Hold Harmless Agreement
Liability Insurance
Fair Acres Southeast Corner For Flag
Football

Fair Acres YMCA

Lessor Terms:
Reasonable field maintenance
Non-exclusive use
September through November on Saturdays
Lessee Terms:
Provide a schedule
Organize and manage the flag football program
Cooperation with the city for field maintenance
Cooperation with the city for trash pickup
Liability Insurance
Hold Harmless Agreement
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City Facility

Name of Partner

Fee

Date of
Agreement

Fair Acres Southeast Corner For Youth
Football

Youth Football Association

No Fee

July 2009

No Fee

May 2006

Lessor Terms:
Provide a schedule
Non-exclusive use
Will provide an area for a storage container owned by CYFA
Will provide reasonable maintenance
Cooperate with CYFA for trash pickup
Lessee Terms:
Organize and manage the program
August through November
Football camps in June and July (2nd and 4th Fridays)
Maintenance of their storage container
Liability Insurance
Hold Harmless Agreement
Fair Barn Area

Youth Fair Board

Lessor Terms:
Non-exclusive use
Provide reasonable maintenance to the cattle barns and restroom
Lessee Terms:
Provide a schedule
Provide all equipment and management of the Youth Fair
Payment of utilities during the Fair
Will cooperate with the city for maintenance of barns and restroom
Require valid license by the carnival during the Youth Fair
Liability Insurance by the carnival operator
Liability Insurance for the Fair Board
Hold Harmless Agreement
Carl Lewton Stadium
R-9 School District - Baseball
No Fee
2010
Lessor Terms:
Will mow the outfield
Major maintenance of the stadium
Will provide a storage area within the stadium to store bases, tools, lime, and other maintenance items
Dumping trash barrels
Lessee Terms:
All infield maintenance
Maintenance of the warning track, foul lines, fencing, batting cages, field lights, and concession stand
Liability Insurance
Use from March through May
Utility costs during the season
Restroom supplies
Use of and operation of the concession stand during their season
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City Facility

Name of Partner

Fee

Date of
Agreement

Fair Acres Sports Complex

R-9 School District – Boys Soccer

$1,000 per season

2010

$500 per season

2010

$500 per season

2010

Green Fees as Specified Below

2010

Lessor Terms:
Will maintain soccer fields; mow, fertilize, over-seeding and trash removal
May practice one day prior to home games
Lessee Terms:
Use of the facility from August through November
Preparation for games to include lining and flag placement
Fair Acres Sports Complex

R-9 School District – Girls Soccer

Lessor Terms:
Will maintain soccer fields; mow, fertilize, over-seeding and trash removal
May practice one day prior to home games
Lessee Terms:
Use of the facility from March through May
Preparation for games to include lining and flag placement
Fair Acres Sports Complex Softball Field

R-9 School District – Girls Softball

Lessor Terms:
Will mow and maintain the outfield
Maintenance of structures and fences
Non-exclusive use of the concession stand
Lessee Terms:
Use of facility from August through October
Will prepare the infield for games – lining, dragging, and setting bases
Municipal Golf Course

R-9 School District – Golf

Lessor Terms:
The city will schedule practices and matches
During qualifying, any golfer who does not have an annual pass will pay a twilight fee
After qualifying, team members are not charged green fees when practicing in an organized practice of school match
All participants in the Sonic Invitational School Tournament are charged a twilight green fee
Lessee Terms:
Use of the golf course from March through May
Municipal Golf Course

R-9 School District – Cross Country
Track Program

No Fee

2010

Lessor Terms:
Use of back 9 only and no sooner than 2:00
Lessee Terms:
2nd Thursday of September for an event
Cleanup of trash and other material used during the event
Event will not be scheduled on a Friday or weekend
Responsible for event organization and management to include crowd control, awards tent, and course setup
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City Facility

Name of Partner

Fee

Date of
Agreement

Municipal Park Aquatic Facility

YMCA

$55,000 paid to the YMCA for 2020 to
operate and manage the pools

2020

Lessor Terms:
The city will pay for General Liability Insurance
Utilities, including electric, sewer, trash, natural gas, and hard-wired telephone with 911 capability
Will clean and refill the pool during the 3rd week of May
Lessee Terms:
Hold Harmless Agreement
Programming for lessons and exercise
Necessary chemicals, paper products for the restrooms
Comply with all pool operational procedures and safety regulations
Inspection of the pool on a daily basis
Adhere to operating hours and fee schedule as per the agreement with the city
Provide YMCA or Red Cross Certified Lifeguards
Central Park Wading Pool

YMCA

$55,000 paid to the YMCA for 2020 to
operate and manage the pools

2020

Lessor Terms:
The city will pay for General Liability Insurance
Utilities, including electric, sewer, trash, natural gas, and hard-wired telephone with 911 capability
Will clean and refill the pool during the 3rd week of May
Lessee Terms:
Hold Harmless Agreement
Programming for lessons and exercise
Necessary chemicals, paper products for the restrooms
Comply with all pool operational procedures and safety regulations
Inspection of the pool on a daily basis
Adhere to operating hours and fee schedule as per the agreement with the city
Provide YMCA or Red Cross Certified Lifeguards

Current Partnership Summary
1. The number of partnerships by type:
◦ Nine public/not-for-profit partnerships
◦ Seven public/private individual or group parnerships
◦ One public/public partnership
2. Sharing of facilities between R-9 and the city appears to be out of balance as the city is not using any R-9 facilities
3. The YMCA aquatics contract does not call for an annual report that captures revenue and expenses
4. The one public/public partner for lease of the Roller Rink does pay an annual fee of $3,600
5. But for the one public/private fee for the Roller Rink and modest fees paid by R-9 for field uses at Fair Acres, there are no fee
requirements for the use of city-owned facilities by its partners

Relevance to the Development of the 2021 Future Partnership Expectations
Significant changes must be introduced to the various partnerships that currently exist and for all future partnerships to address
long term issues that have resulted in issues for user groups, parents, citizens-at-large, and the Department.
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Chapter 12

Trends

Chapter 12

Trends
Introduction

The challenge given to all municipal Park and Recreation Departments is to anticipate the need for resources that are needed in
the present and likely to be needed in the future to meet citizen preferences. For Carthage to meet residents’ needs, staff must
offer programs and facilities that appeal to multiple generations, interests, and abilities. This will be done in part by monitoring
trends and responding to challenges. The main question then is how do we determine what we are faced with? This chapter
provides insights that Carthage can use to answer that question.

National Recreation and Park Association PREDICTIONS
1. Esports Coaches. Park and Recreation agencies will begin to contract with esports coaches and offer recreation classes or
personal training opportunities at community and recreation centers.
2. Climate Change. Park and recreation agencies will re-evaluate their parkland inventory considering its ability to reduce urban
heat island effects through the natural cooling of tree canopy and shade. New parks, linear green spaces and trail corridors
will be designed to cool communities, as well as to provide recreational benefits.
3. Parks Are Everywhere. More and more cities will develop parks in spaces never before thought suitable for parks —
underground in abandoned utility or transportation spaces, on the roofs of large buildings, and in large towers built as urban
sculptures. At least one city will develop a floating park. Imagination will be the only limiting factor.
4. Want to Live Longer? Live Near Parks. People who want to live longer and have a better quality of life will move to
jurisdictions where there are great park and recreation systems. An increasing body of evidence shows that your zip code may
be one of the most determinative factors on how long you live. Want to live longer? Move to where there are good parks, or
better yet, insist on more parks and better parks where you live.
5. Conservation Will Become as Important as Recreation. As open space is chewed up at the rate of 6,000 acres per day across
the U.S. and climate change begins to impact wildlife and landscapes ever more directly, the natural values of every park,
often taken for granted, will be considered one of the more important community-based means of adapting to climate-change
conditions. Parks will be appreciated for their conservation values — places that reduce urban temperatures, habitats that
protect nature and biodiversity, landscapes that naturally manage stormwater, and places that protect and preserve clean air
and pure water. The public will turn out in ever greater numbers to volunteer for conservation activities in parks.
6. Virtual Reality Tours Will Replace Maps and Brochures. Park and recreation agencies will increasingly develop virtual reality
(VR), augmented reality and 360-degree tours of their parks. This will become the new standard replacing printed programs
that describe park and recreational program offerings. For a taste of the new virtual reality tours, see ASLA’s stunning VR tour
of Toronto’s Underpass Park. Take a ‘walk’ through the park — its best viewed on your cell phone with the YouTube mobile app.
7. Health Activities. Local healthcare providers will increasingly refer patients to evidence-based health activities in parks.
8. Technology. More agencies will develop “Rec2Tech” initiatives in recreation centers using technology, 3D printers, makertraining, and other tech-friendly activities to engage hard-to-reach teens.
9. Drones. Some park and recreation agencies have been very reluctant to allow recreational and commercial drones in their
parks, even though they love the thought of using drones for natural resources inventory, inspection of remote park areas,
and search and rescue operations. Do you think drones aren’t coming to your parks soon? Drone businesses are evolving to
deliver food and beverages to park users.

National Trends
Park Types
Neighborhood Parks - Best of Class agencies work with neighborhoods to customize the park design, or re-design of their
neighborhood parks to match the demographics of the surrounding area and the corresponding preferences of those who live
there. When possible, the agency will develop a partnership agreement with the neighborhood to share responsibilities for
development and maintenance of the park.
Large Downtown Parks - Large downtown parks are framing cities and creating a sense of space. Many large and small
communities select a downtown park to provide a sense of place, to encourage visitors and to otherwise showcase their
community. Notable large downtown parks include Central Park in New York City, the Millennium Park in Chicago and the Golden
Gate State Park in San Francisco.
Community Parks – Community parks are larger in size and serve a broader purpose than neighborhood parks. Their focus is
on meeting the recreation needs of several neighborhoods or large sections of the community, as well as preserving unique
landscapes and open spaces. They allow for group activities and offer other recreational opportunities not feasible, nor perhaps
desirable, at the neighborhood level. As with neighborhood parks, they should be developed for both active and passive recreation
activities.
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Signature Parks - Signature parks are making a major comeback and are framing the way cities demonstrate their quality of life,
their image of public managed space, and the creation of a sense of place and connectivity for the community. A Signature Park is
defined as one which the entire community recognizes as one of its most important parks. The Signature Park is one which creates
an image of who the community is and what it represents. The Signature Park often has the full complement of passive and
active recreational activities and creates a high level of earned income. Examples include the Golden Gate Park in San Francisco,
Fairmont Park in Philadelphia, Central Park in New York, Millennium Park in Chicago, Grant Park in Chicago and White River State
Park in Indianapolis.
Special Use Parks – Special Use Parks are designed to serve the entire community with specialized facilities such as a sports
complex, golf course or aquatic facility. Size is determined by the demand for the facilities located there and their space
requirements. These park types are becoming much more popular as they provide a destination for users with a similar interest.
Another advantage of this park type is that park users who have no interest in active facilities can seek a passive experience in
another park type.
Regional Parks – Regional Parks serve a larger purpose than community parks. Regional parks are larger and have more
amenities than community level parks and attract users for longer periods of time due to their size and features. Regional parks
typically include features such as playgrounds, shelters, walking trails and athletic facilities.
Preserves – Preserves are created to preserve land as undeveloped greenway space in and around communities. These parks
often follow natural drainage ways or utilize land that is not developable, thus they require minimum maintenance and capital
improvement dollars. Trails are a great addition to these parks and are a great way to link neighborhoods within the community.

Microbility Devices
Self-propelled and motorized transportation, especially micromobility devices are revolutionizing how people get to parks and
travel within them. Escooters, emountain bikes and other motorized personal mobility devices may challenge park administrators
by causing conflicts, but they open new horizons for people using them in parks

Greenways and Trails
Greenways and trails continue to be the number one amenity that communities desire because they have wide age segment
appeal, they connect neighborhoods to major attractions and stream corridors, and they allow people to move freely with very
little vehicle interaction.

Clustered Sports Facilities
Development of clustered sports facilities that promote sports tourism and operational efficiency is a significant trend. Clustered
sports complexes are developed to support youth and adults in one setting.

Recreation Facilities
Revenue-Producing Facilities – Many communities now challenge their Park and Recreation Department to recover a very high
percentage of its operating costs. Obviously, this means that the Department must offer the type of programs and services that
citizens are willing to pay for.
Indoor Sports Facilities - Recreation facility trends for indoor facilities focus on multiple court field houses for basketball (10 to 12
courts), volleyball, soccer, and tennis. The trend is moving away from one court facilities.
Outdoor Tennis Complexes – Complexes are designed to support 20 to 24 courts in one setting for national events and 10 to 12
courts in one setting for statewide events. This trend moves away from the traditional one and two tennis courts in close-to-home
neighborhood and community parks.
Recreation/Multi-Use Centers - Centers are now designed to offset operational costs and are multi-generational in design. Their
size ranges generally from 40,000 sq. ft. up to 100,000 sq. ft. or more, with large functional space that supports gym activities,
aquatic activities, and fitness activities, with designated spaces for both teens and seniors. Some communities include indoor ice
in their facilities which can add an additional 40,000 sq. ft. These facilities incorporate monthly pass fees and daily admission fees
and return high operational revenues to the City. Some of these facilities are designed and located to serve their communities as
Signature Facilities that assist with citizen retention, new resident attractions, and business development enhancements.
Ice Skating Facilities – The trend is toward multiple sheets of ice in one location due to the popularity of the sport and to
accommodate the multiple user groups with unique interests. For example, there are competitive users, figure skaters,
recreational skaters and those who are interested in the learn-to-skate classes. For several of the user groups, seating to
accommodate 1,000 spectators is important.

Recreation Programming
Cause-related Recreation Programming. There is strong support by citizens to participate in programs designed to help a worthy
cause. For example, a 5K run to generate revenue for an animal shelter.
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Shaded Areas
Many communities are providing shade structures in their aquatic and athletic facilities. In aquatic facilities, it is not uncommon to
see shade structures both in the water area and on the deck. In athletic facilities, shade structures are provided over the primary
bleacher area for spectators, for covered dugouts and for commons areas where players and spectators congregate.

Outdoor Aquatics
Outdoor aquatic facilities continue to be very popular in most cities. These are family oriented and incorporate warm water
and cool water pool facilities with shallow and deep water. These pools incorporate water play features, competitive swim
opportunities, slides, flow riders, and lazy rivers with a bather capacity level at 1000 to 2000 people at a time.

Splash Pads
Many communities are providing splash pads which augment existing indoor /outdoor aquatic facilities in the same location, or, in
areas of the community where there are no other existing aquatic facilities (standalone). Splash Pads are colorful and safe areas
for water play for children which have no standing water. Typically, there are ground nozzles that spray water upwards and other
interactive water features that spray water from all directions such as in the form of a mushroom shower or tree shower.

Dog Parks
Dog Runs (a term generally used in the eastern United States), and Dog Parks (a term generally used in the western United
States) are places where dogs are legally allowed to be unrestrained or off-leash. Some examples are: fenced areas of city parks,
piers, beaches, and very large parks with hiking trails. Surveys indicate that off-leash dog parks are typically composed of a fenced
enclosed area one to three acres for a neighborhood facility and up to ten acres for a community facility. Smaller facilities have
been developed in some communities, but the success of these areas creates a significant impact and wear on smaller sites. The
facilities should include a double gate to assure that animals cannot escape as new ones enter the compound; plastic bags and
waste receptacles to remove dog waste; water source; parking; benches (inside and out compound); shade shelter; bulletin board;
emergency phone; and some areas include trails and dog training/obstacle course areas. Recently there has been a trend in
creating segregated areas for big and small dogs to improve pet safety.

Barkless Dog Parks
It is estimated that 90 million dogs reside in the United States. While dog parks are very popular and the fastest growing type of
park, the noise from barking dogs can be an issue that many neighborhoods do not want. Location for dog parks is critical to their
public acceptance.

Adventure Parks (BMX Track, Skate Park and In-Line Skating)
Adventure sports are now very popular in the category of Special Use Parks. Typically, an adventure park may include a BMX
Track, skate park and an in-line skating.

Skate Spots
A relatively new trend is for communities to provide close-to-home skate spots. These facilities are much smaller than a skate park
and will typically include 2 to 4 obstacles. The interest in skate spots is driven by the fact that the average age of a skateboarder
is 13.8 and 80% of skateboarders are under the age of 18, thus an inability for many skateboarders to drive to a larger facility by
themselves. Providing a close-to-home skate spot enables children to enjoy the skateboarding experience on a frequent basis
without having to rely on transportation to a larger skate park.

Non-Traditional Sports
Pickleball, geocaching, rock climbing and winter/summer X Games are but a few of the non-traditional sports that are now
attracting many participants away from the traditional sports of baseball, softball, soccer, football and tennis.

Park, Facility and Golf Course Maintenance
Outsourcing - In facility management and maintenance, the trends continue to focus on outsourcing elements of park services
which include cleaning of hard surfaces and restrooms and care of landscaping.
Park Maintenance - Park maintenance trends include: a) the consideration of outsourcing for street tree maintenance, mowing and
maintenance of medians; and b) smaller maintenance shops that are spread out over the City to replace large regional shops as
agencies move to reduce windshield time by park crews.
Golf Course Maintenance - Parks and Recreation Management continues to outsource golf course maintenance operations to
reduce operational costs which support the effort to solidify golf as a profit center.
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Safety and Security
Video Surveillance. Video camera surveillance in parks and facilities is exploding. Rapidly improving technology, advances in
miniaturization and economies of scale from mass production are making video surveillance equipment affordable. One agency
says that it started video monitoring in 2005 with 60 cameras and now has 3,000 cameras in its parks, community centers and
along trails. Access to a power source is no longer a requirement — solar-powered cameras can be placed in remote locations.
In response to a question about receiving any pushback from the public, the agency responded that not only were there no
complaints, but it couldn’t keep up with the number of requests from the community for new cameras.

Management Trends
Data Will Drive Budgets. Data collection and analysis will increasingly drive cost/benefit calculations about the value of parks.
Such data will be essential to validate proposed large-scale capital projects and will be critical to justify annual operational
budgets to elected officials.

Partnership Management:
• Striking a balance among not-for-profit agencies and special interest groups who rely on city-owned facilities to produce their
programs.
• Park/School Concept. There will be more cooperation between park and rec agencies and school systems especially in the
design and programming of park/school facilities.
Technology - Utilizing and controlling technology in a manner that supports community development while not encouraging its
inappropriate use.
Management of Recreation Programming - Creating a recreation program whose program types, formats and age groups served
are aligned with the community profile.

Summary of the Trends Assessment
By definition, a trend is the general direction in which something is changing or developing, a change that is accepted by many
market segments and it is more long term than a fad. Under all conditions, trends will change over time. As a guiding principle of
the Carthage Park and Recreation Department, staff must embrace the notion that its programs and facilities must be constantly
evaluated to ensure that it is first to identify a trend and act on it to gain a competitive advantage over others in its market area
who may be competing for a market share. If this does not happen, the Department will miss the trend and spend its time playing
catch up to the competition.

Relevance to the development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan
This report will include a strong recommendation to emphasize the importance of tracking trends and capitalizing on their
popularity while they are in the growth stage.
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Benchmarking
Introduction
Benchmarking data for the City of Carthage has been developed very carefully by selecting high integrity data from several
sources; namely, a) the National Recreation and Park Association; b) the Trust for Public Lands; and c) the ETC Market Research
Institute. Data from these sources is used because there is not a single set of standards for parks and recreation that could
possibly encompass the uniqueness found in every community across the country. Communities vary greatly by size, needs and
desires; so too should their park and recreation agencies’ offerings. To think an agency in Alaska, one in Missouri and one in south
Florida should hold themselves to the same standards is unrealistic, impractical, and potentially detrimental. The table below
includes selected benchmarking data for Carthage that is most appropriate given its uniqueness.

Benchmarking Methodology
The benchmarking table below uses the following data for its calculations:
• Number of park acres maintained is 181 and does not include Walnut Bottoms or 160 acres at the golf course
• The operating budget is calculated at $530,298 for parks and does not include the golf course or Memorial Hall. If the
Memorial Hall is included, an additional $160,790 will be included
• The operating expenditure per capita amount used in the table does include both the Park Department and Memorial Hall
• The population used is 14,746
• The calculation for population density assumes a city boundary of 11.69 square miles, 7,481.6 acres, and 1.97 density per acre
• The consultant opted to not cite data references from the 2010 Missouri Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan
(SCORP) because its information is too dated to be useful for Carthage

Table 1: Selected NRPA Benchmarking Data for communities less than 20,000 population
Data

Lower Quartile

Upper Quartile

Median

Carthage

Comments and NRPA
Data

Operations and Budget
Acres of parkland per
1,000 residents

5.1

17.1

9.8

10

Miles of Trails

1.7

8.0

3.0

1.0

Fair Acres Park Trail

Operating
expenditures per
capita

$60.04

$222.94

$100.93

$46.86

Includes Memorial
Hall

Operating
$3,790
expenditures per acre

$21,708

$7,959

$2,526

Revenue per capita

$9.04

$70.59

$28.41

$0.52

Revenue as
a percentage
of operating
expenditures

10.4%

41.3%

11.3%

.014%

Annual operating
expenditures

$1,879 Million

$6,553,308
Million

$3,234,982
Million

$530,298

Residents per park

1,207

3,083

1,900

2,450

Policies
Prohibit tobacco at
selected locations

x

21% of agencies have
this policy

Allow alcohol at
selected locations

x

45% of agencies have
this policy

Possible

35% of agencies
are responsible for
tourism

Areas of Responsibility
Tourism
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City of Carthage Park and Recreation Needs Assessment Survey:  Findings Report

Overall Ratings for Parks
Carthage vs. National Average
by percentage of respondents (without "don’t know”)

10%
% of residents who would rate the
quality of all the parks they've visited as
Excellent

29%

67%
% of residents who would rate the quality
of all the parks they've visited as Excellent
or Good

84%

0%
Source: ETC Institute (2021)
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Carthage
National Average

Households with Needs for Parks and Recreation FacilitiesPage 53
Carthage vs. National Average

ETC Institute (2021)

by percentage of respondents with a need for sports facilities

67%
70%
65%

Walking and biking trails
Picnic areas/shelters

48%
53%
51%
49%

Natural parks and preserves
Playgrounds

40%

Indoor running/walking tracks

36%

Outdoor swimming pool
Outdoor water park

25%

Larger community parks

52%

39%

Smaller neighborhood parks

54%

34%
30%

Outdoor amphitheater
0%

ETC Institute
(2021)
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40%
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Indoor swimming pool

Source: ETC Institute (2021)
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City of Carthage Park and Recreation Needs Assessment Survey:  Findings Report

(Cont.) Households with Needs for Parks and Recreation Facilities
Carthage vs. National Average
by percentage of respondents with a need for sports facilities

32%
30%

Off‐leash dog park
Indoor basketball/volleyball courts (indoor gyms)
Outdoor basketball courts

21%

23%
24%
23%

Golf
Skate parks

10%

Baseball and softball fields

22%
21%
20%
21%

Tennis courts
Pickleball courts

16%

9%

14%

Soccer, lacrosse, and football size fields

20%

12%
12%

Disc golf courses
0%

ETC Institute (2021)

23%

17%

Mountain bike trails

Source: ETC Institute (2021)
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26%
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Overall Ratings of Programs
Carthage vs. National Average
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by percentage of respondents (without “don’t know”)

8%
% of respondents who rate the quality of
all the recreation programs they've
participated in as Excellent

22%

69%
% of respondents who rate the quality
of all the recreation programs they've
participated in as Excellent or Good

80%

0%
Source: ETC Institute (2021)

ETC Institute
(2021)
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City of Carthage Park and Recreation Needs Assessment Survey:  Findings Report

Reasons Preventing the Use of Parks & Recreation Facilities/Programs
Carthage vs. National Average
by percentage of respondents

30%

I do not know what is being offered

22%

Too busy/not enough time
Fees are too high

31%

21%

14%

Facilities are not well maintained

34%

19%

10%

16%
17%

Program or facility not offered
Facilities lack right equipment

14%

9%

12%
10%

Lack of quality programs

11%

Program times are not convenient

17%

10%
10%

Security is insufficient
0%
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National Average
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Facilities/Programs
Carthage vs. National Average

ETC Institute (2021)

by percentage of respondents

Not accessible for people with disabilities

8%

4%

8%
8%

Facility operating hours not convenient

8%

I do not know locations of facilities

7%
7%

Lack of parking by facilities & parks

6%

Use services/facilities in other cities
Poor customer service by staff

6%
3%

Class full

13%

5%

2%
3%

Registration for programs is difficult
0%
ETC Institute
(2021)
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12%

6%

3%

Too far from our residence

Source: ETC Institute (2021)
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10%
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City of Carthage Park and Recreation Needs Assessment Survey:  Findings Report

Organizations Used for Parks and Recreation Programs and Facilities
Carthage vs. National Average
by percentage of respondents who reported using the organization

55%

City Parks & Recreation Department

47%
45%

YMCA

18%
30%
27%

Churches or other religious organizations

25%
27%

School facilities

21%

Neighboring cities

46%
15%

Private clubs/fitness centers

22%
7%
10%

Volunteer organizations

6%

County government

48%
0%
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National Average

Source: ETC Institute (2021)

Households with Needs for Recreation Programs
Carthage vs. National Average

ETC Institute (2021)
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by percentage of respondents with a need for sports programs

Adult fitness and wellness programs
Community special events
Outdoor environmental/nature camps/programs

31%

Senior programs
Birthday parties

17%

Water fitness programs/lap swimming
Youth sports programs and camps

14%

Youth summer programs and camps
Swim lessons
0%

ETC Institute
(2021)
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28%
26%

41%
39%
36%
36%

24%
27%
20%

19%
17%
19%
19%
19%
23%

Golf (leagues, lessons, open play)

Source: ETC Institute (2021)
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City of Carthage Park and Recreation Needs Assessment Survey:  Findings Report

(Cont.) Households with Needs for Recreation Programs
Carthage vs. National Average
by percentage of respondents with a need for other recreation programs

17%
16%

After school programs for youth of all ages

16%
15%

Teen/Tween programs
Programs for people with special needs

15%

11%

15%

Youth fitness and wellness classes

14%
13%

Preschool programs/early childhood education

14%

Adult sports leagues

14%

Youth performing arts programs (dance/music)

12%

Gymnastics/tumbling programs

9%

Tennis lessons and leagues

7%

EGaming/ESports
0%
Source: ETC Institute (2021)

18%

5%

23%
16%

14%
15%

9%
10%

15%
Carthage

ETC Institute (2021)
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Benchmarking Summary
1. Benchmarking data provided by the ETC Institute that compares survey responses from Carthage with more than 400
communities in 49 states provides in-depth comparisons that can be used by the Parks and Recreation Department in the
future to target its resources in the high priority areas that will be detailed in this master plan.
2. Memorial Auditorium revenue is shown at $49,000
3. Memorial Auditorium expense at $237,190 that includes capital dollars of $76,400
4. Pool expenses are $84,907. That amount is a combination of $67,500 for YMCA contract and $17K for utilities, insurance,
maintenance, and tools/supplies.
5. Carthage is at the median level for the number of park acres per 1,000 residents
6. Carthage is below the lower quartile in all other categories

Relevance to the development of the Parks and Recreation Master Plan
The data provided in this chapter provides a snapshot of how Carthage ranks with other communities of its size in America.
Because Carthage ranks below the lower quartile in all but one category, the community can react to this data by showing its
support for the implementation of the recommendations in this Master Plan.
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Chapter 14

Pricing
Introduction

The preferred pricing and cost recovery structure for the Carthage Park and Recreation Department is one that embraces the core
principles of the Model developed by Dr. John Crompton, Distinguished Professor at Texas A & M University. The Crompton Model
for all programs and services includes three parts: a) knowing all costs for programs and services; b) knowing who benefits from
each program and service; and d) determining the cost recovery goal. When the answers to a, b, and c are known, the Department
will create a Pricing and Cost Recovery Policy to formalize its approach to pricing and cost recovery and will have the Policy
formally adopted by the City Council.

Knowing All Costs
As noted above in the introduction, the first step to analyzing the Department’s pricing and cost recovery approach is to establish a
mechanism to track all costs associated with all programs, special events, and services. The graphic shown below details the cost
categories which are direct, indirect, fixed and capital expenditures.

Table 1: Typical Cost Categories
Direct

Indirect

Fixed

Capital Expenditures

Instructor Costs

Support Staff Salaries

Overhead Costs

New Facility

Materials

Office Expense

Insurance Payments

Modifications to an Existing Facility

Postage

Inter-departmental charges

Office Equipment

Brochure

Repayment of Bonds

Officials

Knowing Who Benefits – General Statement
The second step to creating the Department’s pricing and cost recovery policy is to identify who is benefitting from all programs
and services offered by the Department. As detailed in the graphic below, there are four benefit categories: basic services, merit
services, enhanced services, and specialized services. As services move from the bottom of the pyramid (basic services) to the top
of the pyramid (specialized services), there is an expectation that those who benefit will pay a higher percentage of their program/
service costs that will range from 0% to 100%.
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Knowing Who Benefits – Carthage
As a sample of those who currently benefit from programs/services provided by the Carthage Park and Recreation Department,
the table below has been created.

Table 1: Partner groups who benefit
Benefitting Group

Paid to
the Park &
Recreation
Department

Park & Recreation Department Estimated Costs

Roller Rink

$3600

$500 trash removal $2000 misc. repairs

Adult Softball

0

$1500 mowing, trash, noxious weeds, concession maintenance

YMCA flag football

0

$750 mowing, trash, weeding

Youth Football Association

0

$750 mowing, trash, weeding

Youth Fair Board

0

$1200 Fair set-up and tear down

R-9 at Carl Lewton Stadium

0

$1000 mowing, noxious weeds and chemicals, trash removal, misc. repairs

R-9 at Fair Acres (boys soccer)

$1,000

$0

R-9 at Fair Acres (girls soccer)

$500

$0

R-9 at Fair Acres (girls softball)

$500

$1800 mowing, noxious weeds and chemicals, fertilizer, irrigation, trash, misc. repairs,
restroom supplies

R-9 golf

Varies from 0 to $0
twilight fee

R-9 cross country

0

$150 barrels, tables, and side by side

YMCA municipal & central park
wading pools

City pays $55K

$6500 Pool set-up, shut down, backwashing, pressure washing, misc. repairs, trash,
painting. 2021- $4500 for tank installation

Youth Softball

0

$1500 mowing, noxious weeds and chemicals, trash, irrigation, fertilizer, misc. repairs,
restroom supplies

Iglesias Soccer Group
Youth Baseball

$150 mowing and trash
0

$1500 mowing, noxious weeds and chemicals, trash, irrigation, fertilizer, misc. repairs,
restroom supplies

Pricing and Cost Recovery Guidelines
Table 2: Pricing and Cost Recovery Guidelines
Person/Group Benefitting

Cost Recovery Percentage Range

Carthage Program Examples

Basic Services

0% to 15%

Maple Leaf Festival

Merit Services

15% to 35%

Swim Lessons

Enhanced Services

35% to 70%

Sports

Specialized Services

70% to 100%

Individual Golf Lessons
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Conclusions from the Pricing and Cost Recovery Analysis
1. The Department does not have a Pricing/Cost Recovery Policy but is anxious to create one.
2. The Department is interested in taking a broader community role in programming and other revenue-generating opportunities.
3. The Department has not had a history of generating earned income from programs, special events, and revenue-producing
facilities except for the golf course but is anxious to change that history.
4. The Department has contracted with the YMCA to manage its aquatics facility and wading pool from which revenue is
generated; however, that revenue is offset by the expenses required to manage them.
5. Most special interest groups, the YMCA, the faith community, and the R-9 School District who organize and produce recreation
programs in the community and use city-owned facilities do not generate cost recovery dollars to the Department.
6. Civic groups and other community agencies have historically organized and produced major special events by using cityowned facilities and do not contribute cost recovery dollars to the Department. If cost recovery dollars should be recovered
will be determined in a new Pricing and Cost Recovery Policy that the Department will create and adopt.

Relevance to the development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan
Carthage and all park and recreation agencies have a need for earned income to augment its other revenue sources. This master
plan will encourage the Department to quantify its costs, to identify those who benefit from all programs/services provided,
to establishing pricing and cost recovery goals, and to develop a Pricing and Cost Recovery Policy to ensure a consistent
interpretation of the Department’s fees for the programs and services that it facilitates on city-owned facilities, and/or directly
provides in the future.
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Chapter 15

Findings

Chapter 15

Findings
Introduction

Each master planning project is divided between Phase One – Data Collection, Phase Two – Data Analysis, and Phase Three –
Recommendations and Implementation Strategies. This Findings Chapter is a summary of Phase One – Data Collection and Phase
Two – Data Analysis. From the Findings recorded in this chapter, Phase Three – Recommendations and Implementation Strategies
will be developed.

1. History of the Park and Recreation Department
• A comprehensive park system master plan has never been completed prior to this one in 2021.
• In the absence of a formal comprehensive master plan prior to 2021, many of the current individual park amenities and overall
park development were not developed by using a formal planning process under the supervision and direction of professional
landscape architects and community planners.
• A review of previous annual budgets indicates a level of under-funding for many years.
• Conversations with key stakeholders and organized special interest groups indicate that citizens have been waiting for many
years for investments in the park system to take care of existing amenities, for enhancements to the park system, and for
some major new investments in destination facilities.
• The importance of Parks and Recreation to the city is reflected in all previous city-sponsored studies, regardless of their origin
or purpose.
• The city has made commitments during 2021 to increase future funding to the Department, e.g., if the Use Tax Passes, 40% of
the proceeds will go to Parks and Recreation.

2. Public Engagement
A summary of topics that surfaced during the key stakeholder interviews includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Partnerships
Park System Upgrades
The need for more Department management of users of city-owned facilities who organize and produce recreation programs
Athletic field upgrades and need an alternative for Rock Park Stadium
Need to upgrade the Department’s marketing effort
Trails are in demand
The Jasper County Youth Fair Area in Municipal Park needs upgrades
There is a need to upgrade citizen access to aquatics, e.g., splashpads, waterpark, regional competitive aquatic facility
Consider adapting to recreation trends, e.g., disk golf, futsal, kayaking, bike track, dog park
Consider Big Ideas, e.g., Precious Moments Property acquisition, walking bridge over Spring River at Kellogg Pak, water trails
on Spring River, a gifts catalogue to generate revenue

3. Citizen Survey
• 75% of citizens indicate they have visited Central Park in the past year, closely followed by 71% using Municipal Park, 68%
using Kellogg Lake, 48% using Fair Acres Park, 30% using Griggs Park, 23% using Carter Park, 23% using the golf course, and
3% using Freer Park
• 39% of citizens indicate they have participated in recreation programs offered by the city, YMCA, or others
• 68% of recreation program participants indicate the overall quality as excellent or good
• 57% of respondents believe that enhancing what the park system already has should be the priority with future funding
• Highest priority rating for new facilities include:
◦ Farmer’s Market
◦ Trails
◦ Restrooms
◦ Outdoor Water Park
◦ Natural park and preserve
◦ Indoor running/walking track
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• Highest priority rating for recreation programs include:
◦ Adult fitness and wellness programs
◦ History and museums
◦ Outdoor environmental/nature camps/programs
◦ Senior programs
◦ Community special events

4. Demographics and Psychographics
• There is a need to focus on equity, diversity, and inclusion in the community with emphasis on the Hispanic community. Plenty
of anecdotal evidence that there is a strong community desire to routinely engage the Hispanic community in community
conversations, but those desired conversations have fallen below the desired outcome
• The median age is 37.7 compared to 38.5 nationally
• 87% of the population is white
• 32.2% of the population is Hispanic Origin
• Per capita income in the area is $24,094
• Household income in the area is $61,746
• An overview of the community is provided by ESRI. In their words, a summary of Carthage is: Well settled and close-knit,
Heartland Communities are semirural and semiretired. These older householders are primarily homeowners, and many have
paid off their mortgages. Their children have moved away, but they have no plans to leave their homes. Their hearts are with
the country; they embrace the slower pace of life here but actively participate in outdoor activities and community events.
Traditional and patriotic, these residents support their local businesses, always buy American, and favor domestic driving
vacations over foreign plane trips.
• The Carthage population lives primarily in Census Tracts 116 and 117. Planned improvements that are detailed in the master
plan will be compatible with where people live

5. Department Management and Operations
• Voices in the community are supportive of a new approach to the management of the Department that would result in:
◦ a more active role in management/oversight of organized user groups of city-owned facilities
◦ addition of qualified staff, and/or, contracts with qualified professionals with expertise in marketing (Department website,
community relations, program/facility promotions, public information sharing)
◦ a leadership role in special events
◦ an organized and scheduled participatory public engagement process that allows citizens-at-large and organized groups
an opportunity to weigh in on matters of importance
• Development of new revenue generating programs/facilities is important
• A higher level of cost recovery for use of city-owned facilities is important
• Management of existing and potential new partnerships is important to include re-drafting of current partnership agreements,
possible abandonment of some partnerships, possible addition of new partners, and regular interaction to ensure that
expectations by both parties are being met
• There is a need to develop an approach to improving diversity, inclusive, and social equity opportunities in the community
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6. Park System Assessment
• The park system and its amenities are laid out as a Venues Model. Citizens travel to the activity venue that provides the
experience they are looking for, e.g. sports, aquatics, environmental, golf
• The southern part of the community does not have equal access to the park system, thus the need for additional park land in
that area
• All the existing parks need to be professionally re-designed.
• A trail/connectivity plan needs to be completed and implemented to address citizen demand.
• Looped trails should be added to Carter, Freer, and Municipal Parks.
• The overall park assessment and cost estimates identified a need to upgrade all parks.
• The overall park assessment rated all parks as either poor, average, or good. These ratings will assist the Department with its
budgeting process to select the parks that should be upgraded by using a phased approach
• All existing parks should be upgraded with emphasis on:
◦ ADA compliance / accessibility for all
◦ A variety of elevated play experiences (nature play, themed play, etc.)
◦ Recognizing and adapting individual parks within the system to be aligned with the neighborhoods, and/or, user groups
that frequent them
◦ Curb appeal and park system branding (consistent and high-quality signage, landscaping, quality turf, shelters and
buildings, site furnishings, etc.)
◦ Safety (visibility, lighting, etc.)
• A formal Reforestation Plan should be created. The Department has secured $200K to create a Plan and to begin a planting
process

7. Recreation Facilities
• The skate rink should be re-developed to accommodate its existing program and other community programming needs
• The aquatic facility has outlived its useful life and a contemporary aquatic facility should be added at Municipal Park to replace
the old one
• Ball fields should be removed from Municipal Park and located to Fair Acres Park
• An existing baseball field in Fair Acres Park should be upgraded to accommodate the high school team as the Carl Lewton
Stadium is abandoned
• Rock Park Stadium has outlived its useful life
• There is a need for a destination playground
• There is a need for new facility trends such as a dog park, splash pads, bike track, futsal, disk golf
• There is a need for a permanent Farmer’s Market facility at Central Park
• A splash pad (s) should be added at Central Park to replace the wading pool, and at Municipal, Carter, and Fair Acres Parks
• A new community building facility should be added in Municipal Park to serve several functions, including:
◦ space for Jasper County Youth Fair activities and events
◦ space for Saddle Club activities and events
◦ new golf course clubhouse
◦ community safe room
◦ rentable event space
◦ meeting space for civic groups/clubs

8. Pricing Assessment
• There is a need for a formal Pricing and Cost Recovery Plan as the Department does not have one

9. Financial
• Capital, operating, and maintenance funding is deficient. City, private sector, and grant sources will be needed to fill the
funding gap.
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10. Maintenance Assessment
• The Department is under resourced. The impact results in the need for more staff and operating dollars to care for the park
system
• Maintenance equipment is in good condition for the most part
• There is a need for a work order system to collect data that positions the Department to manage its resources more
intentionally and to frame its maintenance management message more precisely (data-driven) when giving presentations to
the public
• Deferred maintenance is an issue in every agency in America and it is true in Carthage
• Organized user group contracts with the Department need to be re-visited to ensure that maintenance management roles are
clear
• There is a need for more staff training
• Where amenities are beyond repair or approaching that condition, a replacement strategy for aging infrastructure is needed

Organizational Assessment
• The Department is advancing on all fronts under the leadership of the new Director
• There are clear indications from the public that it would like for the Department to take a bigger leadership role in community
development. New projects that would enhance tourism and overall economic growth could easily reside in the Department of
Parks and Recreation
• Challenges to be addressed:
◦ Capacity (budget, staffing, Department structure, programming, and partnerships
◦ Department practices (pricing, community interaction)
◦ Use of metrics to manage the Department (park management work order system)

Recreation Programming
• Direct programming is organized and produced by others such as the YMCA, Jasper County Youth Fair, softball and baseball
special interest groups, Chamber of Commerce, CVB, Conservation Department with Kellogg’s Lake, and the Kellogg Lake
Advisory Committee.
• The Department organizes and produces golf activities
• The Department serves as a facilitator for all programs and activities that occur in the park system
• The Department is interested in providing direct programs/services if opportunities are discovered during the development of
the 2021 park and recreation master plan
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Partnerships
• There are partnership agreements for use of city-owned facilities; however, there is a need to update them to include current
conditions
• Current partners are not required to pay a fee for the use of city-owned facilities except for a modest fee paid by R-9 for the
use of Fair Acres Park
• Historically, the Department has not actively managed its partnerships but that has changed with the new Director
• The Department has all three types of partnerships: public/public, public/private, and public/not-for-profit
• The Department has expressed an interest in the creation of a regional partnership to collaborate on projects of mutual
interest such as day trips and sports events
• Current Partners are shown in the table below:
Community Need

Preferred Partner

Partner Type

Baseball

YMCA/Carthage Youth Baseball

Public/Not-for-Profit

Softball

YMCA/Carthage Youth Softball

Public/Not-for-Profit

Soccer

YMCA

Public/Not-for-Profit

Aquatics

YMCA

Public/Not-for-Profit

The Arts

ArtCentral/local artists

Public/Not-for-Profit

Special Events

CVB

Public/Private

Capital Funding

Steadley,MBRHT,MBHF,City,ParkSalesTax,CCF

Public/Private

Marketing and Promotions

CVB

Public/Private

Equestrian/Youth Fair

JCYF

Public/Not-for-Profit

City-owned facility lessees

Roller Rink

Public/Private

Civic Club Projects (Kiddieland)

Kiwanis

Public/Not-for-Profit

Kellogg Lake Activities

Kellogg Lake Advisory Committee

Public/Not-for-Profit

Central Park Activities

CVB

Public/Private

Indoor Opportunities

YMCA
R-9

Public/Not-for-Profit
Public/Public

4th of July

CVB

Public/Private

Summary
All of the comments stated above are a summary of the data that has been collected throughout the planning process.

Relevance to the Development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan
Master Plan recommendations will be created from the data that is detailed in this Findings Chapter.
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Chapter 16

Levels of Service
Introduction
The last set of national park system planning guidelines was published by the National Recreation and Park Association (NRPA)
in 1996. That set of guidelines encouraged communities to develop their own Level of Service (LOS) standards rather than rely on
any national standards because there are none. Quoted from the NRPA Guidelines was this statement: “A standard for parks and
recreation cannot be universal, nor can one city be compared with another even though they are similar in many respects” (Mertes
and Hall 1996, 59). Each community must determine the appropriate LOS required to meet the specific needs of its residents.

Reasons for Developing Carthage LOS Standards
Carthage can use its LOS standards in a variety of ways. For example, they are used in this master plan to help determine
community needs and priorities in conjunction with the ETC Institute survey data, key stakeholder interviews, focus group
meetings, site visits, public meetings and social media. LOS standards will be used to help determine if park land, facilities,
programs, and funding are distributed equitably across geographic, political, and socioeconomic boundaries.

Table 1: Common LOS Metrics Selected for Carthage
Metric

Purpose

1. Acres per capita

To determine if Carthage has enough park land
To determine if Carthage has enough park land by type (neighborhood,
community, special use, natural resource)
To determine if park land is equitably distributed based on population and
geography

2. Facilities per capita

To determine if Carthage has enough recreation facilities such as athletic
fields, playgrounds, tennis courts, swimming pools, spraygrounds and
pavilions.
To determine if the facilities are equitably distributed based on
population, demand and geography

3. Community Buildings by type

To determine if Carthage has enough indoor recreation space such as
recreation centers, senior center and public use space for various uses;
e.g. birthday parties, celebrations
To determine if the indoor space is equitably distributed based on
population and geography

4. Access distance/ time (bike, pedestrian, car, transit)

To determine if park land and facilities are easily accessible to residents
via preferred modes of transportation including driving, transit, bicycling,
or walking

5. Quality of facilities and experience

To determine if park facilities are consistent and equitably distributed
across geographies

6. Operating expenditures per acre managed

To help determine if adequate funding is being provided for effective
operations and maintenance

7. Operating expenditures per capita

To help determine if adequate funding is being provided for effective
operations and maintenance

8. Revenue per capita

To help determine if Carthage is recovering enough costs to meet
expectations and goals

9. Revenue as a percentage of operating costs

To help determine if Carthage is recovering enough costs to meet
expectations and goals

10. Programs that meet community needs

To ensure that all programs utilizing city-owned facilities are organized
and managed at an acceptable level

11. Agency Management

To achieve best practice management approaches

12. Agency Operations

To achieve best practice operations procedures
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Table 2: Carthage Level of Service (LOS) Future Standards
Metric

Carthage Standard

Acres Per Capita

The LOS standard for acres per capita will be met by adding a large community level park to the south end of town.
That addition will provide equitable access to the park system for that area for current and expanding community
growth

Recreation Facilities

The LOS standard for facilities should include:
upgrade an existing baseball field at Fair Acres Park to accommodate the high school team
spraygrounds at Central, Municipal, Fair Acres, and Carter Parks
a contemporary aquatic facility at Municipal Park
a community building at Municipal Park
a permanent Farmer’s Market at Central Park
a dog park at Municipal Park
a destination playground at Municipal Park
a new playground at Freer and Kellogg Lake Parks
new playgrounds to replace older playgrounds in the park system as detailed in this master plan
looped trails at Freer, Carter, and Municipal parks
more miles of trails as detailed on the connectivity map in this master plan

Community Buildings
by type

The LOS standard is to add a new community building at Municipal Park

Access distance/ time
(bike, pedestrian, car,
transit)

The LOS standard is to adopt and implement a connectivity plan that provides safe access to schools and parks

Quality of facilities and
experience

The LOS standard:
upgrade all parks within the system to a level that is detailed in this master plan
upgrade Municipal, Central, Carter, and Kellogg Lake Park to meet the design concepts presented in this master
plan
abandon the current aquatic facility at Municipal Park and replace it with a contemporary aquatic facility
abandon the Carl Lewton Stadium at Municipal Park and upgrade with a contemporary baseball field at Fair Acres
Park
abandon Walnut Bottoms area for park purposes

Operating expenditures
per acre managed

The LOS standard should approach a funding level that falls between the lower quartile at the national level of
$3,790 and the national median of $7,959. Carthage is at $2,526.

Operating expenditures
per capita

The LOS standard should approach a funding level that falls between the lower quartile at the national level of
$60.04 and the national median of $100.93. Carthage is at $46.86

Revenue as a
percentage of operating
costs

The LOS standard should Increase revenues from 0.14% to a higher level that will be derived from the adoption of a
formal Pricing and Cost Recovery Policy

Revenue per capita

The LOS standard should increase revenue from $0.52 to a much higher level that will be derived from the adoption
of a formal Pricing and Cost Recovery Policy

Recreation Programs
and Special Events

The LOS standard is to:
require formal contracts with all users of city-owned facilities
complete an annual review of all recreation program contracts
ensure that all program contracts are compliant with the spirit of the Pricing and Cost Recovery Policy
incorporate all special events into the Pricing and Cost Recovery Policy and manage the organizers and producers
of special events just like recreation program providers

Agency Management

The LOS standard is to complete the specific tasks that are detailed in the LOS Calculations in the Appendix of this
master plan

Agency Operations

The LOS standard is to complete the specific tasks that are detailed in the LOS Calculations in the Appendix of this
master plan

Relevance to the Development of the 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan
The LOS targets identified in this chapter will impact the Department’s management, operations, and future allocation of resources.
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Chapter 17

Recommendations
Introduction
Final master plan recommendations are carefully developed by utilizing all sources of data that were collected during the planning
process. Those include, but are not limited to, the statistically valid citizen survey results, focus groups, public meetings, key
stakeholder interviews, consultant on-site observations, the national benchmarking survey and national best practices.

Basis for Organizational and Capital Project Recommendations
In addition to citizen input as stated above in the Introduction, the basis for all organizational and capital projects includes:
• Level of Service (LOS) goals
• Experience Preferences as captured from citizen input
• Financial Investment Strategy that differentiates between taking care of what we have, expanding what we have, and a new
vision or trend

Organizational Recommendations
Administrative
• Culture Change - The Director of Parks and Recreation should continue to work proactively to change the organizational
culture of the past, from one which assumed a passive community role into one of a more active leadership role
• Community Development Role - The Director of Parks and Recreation should work with the city administration and community
leaders to re-position the Department to assume a leadership role with community development. One potential role is to lead
all tourism-related activities
• Organizational Capacity – As a new community leadership role for the Department is defined, its capacity will need to be
upgraded to allow for new staff that is qualified to fill the expertise that will be required, e.g. marketing, website management,
public information, and administrative support
• Trails Planning - Create a Trails Master Plan
• Data-driven Agency - Acquire asset management and work order system software to support a full commitment to becoming
performance-based and data-driven
• Abandon Existing Facilities:
◦ Abandon Carl Lewton Stadium because it has no tenant
◦ Abandon and replace the existing aquatic facility at Municipal Park to be replaced by a contemporary aquatic facility
◦ Abandon the use of land referred to as a park (West Bottoms Park) due to its location, cost to develop and provide access,
and flooding issues

Policies
• Partnerships - Revise all partnership agreements to clarify cost recovery and management expectations
• Pricing and Cost Recovery - Develop a Cost Recovery and Pricing Policy
• Staff Training – A Staff Training Policy should be developed to define the Department’s commitment to educating and
preparing its staff for current and future responsibilities

Customers
• Department Processes - Review all Department processes to align with national best practices, e.g., facility and program
reservations
• Core Services - Identify core services, either as a facilitator or direct provider, and align resources to the core. Non-core
activities should be evaluated to determine if other community providers are available to organize and produce them

Staff
• Staff Training - Invest dollars annually for staff training
• Succession Planning – Staff should be eligible for consideration for advancement as their skills and opportunities present
themselves

Financial
• Dedicated Funding - Seek dedicated funding from city sources to elevate the current level of service to a higher level as
detailed in the master plan
• Other Funding Sources - Seek non tax supported funding from earned income, grants, and foundation revenue to support
capital and operational needs of the Department
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Project Recommendations
Funding Category 1 - Funding to maintain what we have
• General park upgrades as detailed in Chapter 5 (Park Assessment Chapter) of this report
• Maintenance Management – Seek funding for an additional 4,762 man hours per year as detailed in Chapter 6 (Maintenance
Assessment) of this report
• Seek funding to address the deferred maintenance projects as detailed in the Appendix of this report
Funding Category 2 - Funding to expand what we have
• Trails and Blueways (Map on Page 78 of this report)
◦ Continue to support existing looped trails, or develop new looped trails at Freer, Carter, Municipal, Fair Acres, and Central
Parks
◦ Evaluate the potential for a blueway trail on Spring River
◦ Evaluate the best connection from the Municipal Park area to the Ruby Jack Trail
• Elite Baseball Field - In collaboration with R-9, upgrade an existing ball field at Fair Acres Park to replace Carl Lewton Stadium
• Implement the design concepts for Kellogg, Carter, Municipal, and Central Parks:
◦ Kellogg
∙ Lake improvements – boardwalk, fishing docks, lake deepening, water edge improvements
∙ New restroom and nature play area
∙ Upgrades to several existing park amenities (disc golf, river access, signage, shelters)
◦ Carter
∙ Updated soccer pitch and futsal courts
∙ Updated playground and new sprayground area
∙ New community garden
◦ Municipal
∙ New community building
∙ New modern aquatic park and sprayground
∙ New destination multi-generational playground
∙ Repurposing of Carl Lewton Stadium for other uses
∙ Dog Park
∙ Upgrades to the fairground amenities
◦ Central
∙ New Farmer’s Market
∙ New playground and new sprayground area
∙ Renovation of existing shelter and addition of event lawn space
Funding Category 3 – Funding for a new trend or vision
• Land acquisition in the southern part of the community
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Summary of Recommendations
The recommendations that are detailed in this Chapter are aligned with the Level of Service, Experiences, and Funding Strategies
that have been identified during the planning process and for which citizen and community leaders have expressed support. Key
elements of these recommendations include:

Venues Model
The history of the Carthage Park System is one of a Venues Model. Venues for sports, aquatics, golf, youth fair activities, and
special events have always required citizens to travel to those activities from their residence. This report does not affect that
history in any way.

Cost/Benefit Analysis
All recommended projects are appropriate for a community the size of Carthage and observed in park systems beginning in 1896.
Individual and Community Benefits - The entire community will directly or indirectly benefit from this Master Plan’s
recommendations by making Carthage a better place to live, work, and play (a community benefit) and by providing upgraded
opportunities to enjoy health and wellness benefits (an individual benefit).
Costs - From a cost perspective, the availability of funding from outside sources (grants, earned income, and foundations), will
soften the demand for tax-supported funding for capital projects. Costs for taking care of what we have will rely on tax-supported
funding and will compete with other city priorities.

Community Development
As this 2021 Park and Recreation Master Plan is implemented, the Department of Parks and Recreation will begin to align with
the characteristics of a High-Performance Agency. Communities who are home to a High-Performance Park and Recreation
Department find it easier to retain and attract residents, businesses, industry, and sales tax revenue due to the social,
environmental, and economic benefits they provide, all of which are the characteristics of a High Performance Agency.
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Appendix

Opinion of

Probable Costs

Opinion of

Probable Costs
*All costs are in 2021 dollars
Project Description

Cost Parameters / Assumptions

QTY

UOM

$/UNIT

$/LINE

Baseball field upgrades to existing field for
short-term high school Use

Improve dugouts, fencing, field surface
and bleacher viewing (with shade) to
accommodate high school games

1

LS

$100,000.00

Adult softball field upgrades to existing field

Improve one field to be used for adult
softball - details unknown

1

LS

$25,000.00

Regional aquatic facility

Place holder number, lots of variables

1

LS

$5,000,000.00

1

SF

$1.50

1

LF

$75.00

Convert mowed turf and drainage swales to
native grass areas

1

AC

$5,000.00

Add park monument signage with
landscaping

5

EA

$25,000.00

1

LS

$150,000.00

Bench shade structures

1

EA

$5,000.00

2” caliper Shade Trees or 6’ height
Evergreen Trees, installed with warrantee

1

EA

$400.00

Field chain link fence repair

1

SF

$3.00

1

AC

$3,500.00

Remove perimeter fence

1

LS

$25,000.00

Add park monument signage with
landscaping

1

EA

$25,000.00

Slurry seal basketball court and paint (crack
repair not included)

1

SF

$1.00

800

SF

$200.00

$160,000.00

1

EA

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

1

AC

$3,500.00

1

SF

$7.50

1

LS

$625,000.00

$625,000.00

Fair Acres Park Improvements

Slurry seal and restripe parking lots (crack
repair not included)
Resurface walking trail

Assumes 12’ wide path

Create memorial plaza around historic
monuments

paver plaza, lighting, benches trash
receptacles

Field grass renovations

aeration, overseed, fertilizer

Renovate existing restrooms

More info needed for cost projection

ADA upgrades

More info needed for cost projection

Replace soccer benches, bleachers, concrete
pads

More info needed for cost projection

General deferred maintenance items - paint,
signage, etc.

More info needed for cost projection

$125,000.00

Griggs Park Improvements

Add new picnic shelters

20’ x 20’ shelters, wood construction with
composite roof, electricity, lighting, water,
concrete slab on grade

Add park monument signage with
landscaping
Grass renovation

aeration, overseed, fertilizer

Removal and replacement of play structures
with ADA fall zone improvements

More info needed for cost projection

Add new ADA path

concrete path, routing needs to be studied
and measured for total price

Municipal Park Design Concept Implementation
Renovate Pool House

125’ x 20’ building @ $250/SF

Renovate Skate Rink Building

125’ x 80’ @ $50/SF (create operable walls
10000
that can make facility open air, update indoor
amenities)

SF

$50.00

$500,000.00

Remove Rock Stadium

leave outfield fence, foul poles, scoreboard

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000.00
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Project Description

Cost Parameters / Assumptions

QTY

UOM

$/UNIT

Remove pool and replace with modern
aquatic facility and spray ground

wide range of variables, number is a
placeholder

1

LS

$2,500,000.00 $2,500,000.00

Improve / consolidate park maintenance
facilities

create bulk storage bins, equipment sheds,
parking areas, disposal areas

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

Improve existing parking lots

Add curbs, parking lot islands, create
separate drive through drives from parking
areas

1

LS

$250,000.00

$250,000.00

Add Multi-use Community Building (in
conjunction with JCYF)

15,000 SF, two level building with golf pro
shop, snack bar, event rooms, exhibit space,
restrooms/locker room

10,000

LS

$400.00

$4,000,000.00

Add RV Parking Slips

gravel parking, electricity, lighting

25

STALL $2,500.00

$62,500.00

Improve Saddle Club Facilities

wide range of variables, number is a
placeholder

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

Insert large pavilion for JCYF / Saddle Club

30’ x 60’ wood construction with composite
roof, lighting, electricity, water

1800

LS

$200.00

$360,000.00

Replace/Add Multi-generational play facility
with parking

3 age ranges, themed play with interpretive
play elements, one large climbing structure,
fall zones, parking, benches, paths

1

LS

$1,000,000.00 $1,000,000.00

Add yard games area to infield of existing
baseball stadium

bocce ball courts, horse shoes, corn hole,
shuffleboard, croquette

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

Add multi-use trail within park (connect to
Ruby Jack)

Asphalt, 10’ wide, rural area, gentle terrain,
no bridges, no land acquisition, Route 66
crossing

2500

LF

$150.00

$375,000.00

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

1

LS

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

175

STALL $2,500.00

$437,500.00

Remove pool facility
Remove softball fields
Add new paved parking areas

75 car @ new clubhouse, 30 car at old JCYF
building, 30 car at new community building,
20 car at parks office, 20 car at playground

Convert golf clubhouse to golf maintenance

$/LINE

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

Add golf gathering shelter at 18th hole

10’ x 20’ shelter, wood construction with
composite roof, concrete pad on grade

200

SF

$200.00

$40,000.00

Upgrade existing snack shack/restrooms/
starter bldg

20’ x 30’ building

600

LS

$250.00

$150,000.00

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

2

EA

$25,000.00

$50,000.00

800

SF

$200.00

$160,000.00

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Add stormwater improvement features
Expansion of Youth Fair/4H/Saddle Club

wide range of variables, number is a
placeholder

Add two new park gateway signs and
landscaping
Add two new picnic shelters

20’ x 20’ shelters, wood construction with
composite roof, electricity, lighting, water,
concrete slab on grade

Improve bulk storage area at southwest side
of golf course
Convert baseball field outfield area into dog
park with adjacent shelter

use some existing fencing, modify for dog
park activities, add 20’ x 30’ shelter, add dog
activity amenities, add some trees

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

Renovate restroom building

remodel interior and fix any roof issues

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

native soil, regrading, small bleachers on
concrete slab

125,000

SF

$2.00

$250,000.00

2

EA

$75,000.00

$150,000.00

Carter Park Design Concept Implementation
Renovate and reconfigure soccer pitch to
regulation size
Add two new futsal courts
Replace playground with multi-generational
play area

2 age ranges, themed play with interpretive
play elements, fall zones, benches, paths

1

LS

$300,000.00

$300,000.00

New splash pad play

wide range of variables, number is a
placeholder

1

LS

$300,000.00

$300,000.00

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000.00

Add new community garden
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Project Description

Cost Parameters / Assumptions

QTY

UOM

$/UNIT

$/LINE

Add multi-use walking trails

Asphalt, 10’ wide, rural area, gentle terrain,
no bridges, no land acquisition, Route 66
crossing

2000

LF

$150.00

$300,000.00

Update and add signage to basketball court

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

Entry monument landscaping

2

LS

$10,000.00

$20,000.00

3000 LF with 8’ evergreen trees in double
1
staggered row 25’ OC (18 trees total) in earth
berm

LS

$35,000.00

$35,000.00

Evergreen tree visual screening on north
and south edges of park
Improve existing parking lots

20

STALL $1,000.00

$20,000.00

Add new parking in a few places in the park

40 new parking stalls

40

STALL $2,500.00

$100,000.00

Add new large shelter on south side of park

20’ x 30’ shelter, wood construction with
composite roof, concrete pad on grade

600

SF

$200.00

$120,000.00

Add new small shelter adjacent community
garden

10’ x 10’ shelter, wood construction with
composite roof, concrete pad on grade

100

SF

$200.00

$20,000.00

2

AC

$3,000.00

$6,000.00

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

8000

SF

$250.00

$2,000,000.00

1

LS

$75,000.00

$75,000.00

1

LS

$300,000.00

$300,000.00

Remove kiddie pool

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Repair/upgrade existing fountain

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Add sound system to park

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

1600

SF

$150.00

$240,000.00

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000.00

Seed and establish new turf in shaded areas
of park
Renovate restroom building

remodel interior and fix any roof issues

Thin tree canopies in appropriate spots
Central Park Design Concept Implementation
New Farmer’s Market

24 bay farmers market, open air building,
incorporate wrot iron rails from kiddie pool

Move existing playground adjacent new
sprayground
New splash pad play

wide range of variables, number is a
placeholder

Refurbish existing large shelter and make
ADA accessible

40’ x 40’ structure

Light existing statue
Add new walking trail for story walks and to
tie historic markers together

6’ wide, brick or special pavers

1600

LF

$150.00

$240,000.00

Add electricity and pavers along edge of
park for food trucks

9,000 SF of pavers, electricity with concealed
outlets to reduce tripping hazard

1

LS

$200,000.00

$200,000.00

1

LS

$20,000.00

$20,000.00

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

1

LS

$15,000.00

$15,000.00

Remove a few trees, grade level and create
seating/event lawn
Renovate restroom building

remodel interior and fix any roof issues

Add park monument sign with landscaping
Kellogg Lake Park Design Concept Implementation
New restroom building

2-stall, men and women, cinderblock
construction, slab on grade

500

SF

$250.00

$125,000.00

New nature play playground

basic materials like logs, boulders, culvert
tunnels, stumps, earthwork to mound up,
plants, turf, mulch

1

LS

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

New play/restroom parking area

asphalt surface, wheel stops, no curbs,
striping - basic parking lot

15

STALL $2,500.00

Dredge lake and clean up banks

dredge and dispose of 40,000 CY of material
@ $50/CY, plus edge treatments

1

LS

$2,500,000.00 $2,500,000.00

Add multi-use exercise/walking trails

10’ wide, asphalt

5280

LF

$150.00

$792,000.00

Repair main shelter on lake (southwest
corner of lake)

fix railings, add boardwalk connection,
replace lighting, add signage

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

Improve existing shelter on northeast corner
of lake

add boardwalk, bridge, ADA accessible path

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000.00

Add fishing piers (new and on existing piers)

10’ wide, wood construction, piers into lake

400

LF

$400.00

$160,000.00
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Project Description

Cost Parameters / Assumptions

QTY

UOM

$/UNIT

$/LINE

Add fishing benches along lake shore and
river banks

bench set in concrete footings on gravel pad

11

EA

$3,000.00

$33,000.00

Create park entry monument and community North monument more elaborate, south
gateway sign/landscaping
entry standard park monument design,
landscaping at both

2

LS

$50,000.00

$100,000.00

Improve existing parking areas

asphalt surface, wheel stops, no curbs,
striping - basic parking lot

20

STALL $2,500.00

$50,000.00

Add kayak launch on Spring River

wood construction floating dock near water
surface (transfer pad)

1

LS

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

Native grass conversion areas with
interpretive signage

eradicate turf, seed native grasses and forbs

1

ACRE

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Upgrades to existing disc golf course

add 6 benches, update signs, repair concrete
tees, add shade trees at tees

1

LS

$30,000.00

$30,000.00

Addition of foot golf course

add 18 tee signs and holes with flags

1

LS

$10,000.00

$10,000.00

Add parking areas along east side of pond,
near southeast fising dock, near interpretive
area

asphalt surface, wheel stops, no curbs,
striping - basic parking lot

20

STALL $5,000.00

$100,000.00

Add shelter at river beach area

20’ x 20’ wood shelter with composite roof on 400
a concrete pad, electricity, picnic tables

SF

$200.00

$80,000.00

Create historic overlook on old Route 66
bridge abutment

Interpretive signage, ADA ramp, decking on
abutment

1

LS

$100,000.00

$100,000.00

Evergreen screen plantings on southeast
corner of park

150 LF with 8’ evergreen trees in double
staggered row 25’ OC (9 trees total) in earth
berm

1

LS

$25,000.00

$25,000.00

Add dog park

One-acre, large breed and small breed yards, 1
small shelter

LS

$75,000.00

$75,000.00

Multi-use trails

Asphalt, 10’ wide, rural area, gentle terrain,
no bridges, no land acquisition

1

LF

$150.00

Park Monument Sign

Sign, footing, landscaping

1

EA

$20,000.00

New bench

On concrete pad

1

EA

$4,000.00

New trash/recycle receptacle

On concrete pad

1

EA

$3,500.00

New bike rack

On concrete pad

1

EA

$3,000.00

Overall Park System Upgrades

Note: Costs do not include design fees, engineering, permitting, or land acquisition.
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LOS

Calculations

LOS

Calculations
Facility LOS Calculations
Facility

City

Others

Need

Community Buildings

Memorial Hall - 1

0

1 - Municipal Park

Baseball Stadium

Municipal Park - 1

0

1 new elite field at Fair Acres Park

Adult Softball Fields

Municipal Park - 1

0

1 at Fair Acres

Youth baseball/softball

Fair Acres - 9

0

0

Soccer Fields

Fair Acres – 9
Carter Park – 1 practice field

Faith Community – 12

0

Tennis Courts

Griggs Park – 1 practice court

R-9 – 10 total

0

Football Fields

Fair Acres – 4

R-9- 3 total

0

Pickleball Courts

Griggs Park – 8

YMCA - 4

0

Outdoor Basketball Courts

Carter Park – 1 full
Carter Park – one half size court
Griggs Park – 1

R-9 – 7
Faith Community - several

0

Dog Parks

0

0

1 – Municipal Park

Aquatics

Municipal Park – 1

YMCA – 1 indoor six lane pool

1 Contemporary Pool at Municipal
Park

Spraygrounds

0

0

One each at Carter, Fair Acres,
Central, and Municipal Parks

Wading Pool

Central Park – 1

0

0

Futsal

Carter Park – 1

0

2 - Carter

Large Pavilions

Carter Park – 1
Central Park – 1
Kellogg Lake Park – 2
Municipal Park – 4

n/a

1 – Freer Park
1 – Carter Park
Upgrade/Replace existing
pavilion – Central Park

Small Pavilions

Carter Park – 3
Central Park – 1
Kellogg Lake Park – 1
Fair Acres - 2
Municipal Park – 3

n/a

1 – Freer Park

Playgrounds

Carter Park – 1
Central Park – 1
Municipal Park – 3
Griggs – 1
Fair Acres - 1

R-9 – 6
Faith Community - several
Day Care Providers - several

1 – Kellogg Lake Park
1 – Freer Park

Destination Playground

0

O

1 – Municipal Park

Trails

Fair Acres Park – 1 mile

0

1 – Looped Trail at Freer Park
1 – Looped Trail at Carter Park
1 – Looped Trail at Municipal Park
Additional trails to be determined
by the development of a bike/trail
master plan

Permanent Outdoor Restrooms

Municipal Park – 3
Central Park – 1
Fair Acres – 3

n/a

1 - Kellogg Lake Park
1 - Carter Park
1 - Griggs Park

Concession Buildings

Fair Acres Park – 3
Municipal – 2
Pool - 1

n/a

0
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Facility LOS Calculations
Facility

City

Others

Need

Amphitheater/outdoor stage

Central Park – 1

0

0

Skatepark

Griggs Park – 1

0

0

Disc Golf

Kellogg Lake Park – 1

0

0

Regulation Golf Course

Municipal Park – 1

0

0

Equestrian and Youth Fair
Facilities

Municipal Park

0

0

Indoor Skating Rink

Municipal Park – 1

0

Upgrades to existing facility

Farmer’s Market

Central Park – 1

0

Upgrade to a permanent facility

Management
Item

Frequency

Formal review of partnership policies

Annual review

Pricing and Cost Recovery Policy

Annual review

Develop and distribute a Parks and Recreation Update

Annually

Host a celebration event of Parks and Recreation contributions to
Carthage and recognition of volunteers

Annually

Calculate economic impact of programs, services, and revenueproducing facilities

Annually

Evaluate programs, services, and facilities provided by the Parks and
Recreation Department to add, delete, or make adjustments

Annually

Operations
Maintenance Management Program

Acquisition of a maintenance management software program
Regular (daily/weekly) use of the software program to collect data
Formal annual review of maintenance data

Maintenance Task Frequency

As detailed in the Maintenance Assessment Chapter
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Deferred

Maintenance

Deferred

Maintenance
Introduction
Deferred maintenance is the practice of postponing maintenance activities such as repairs on real property to save costs, meet
budget funding levels, or realign available budget dollars.
DHC is aware of the severity of this problem on a national level. As a Fellow in the American Academy of Park and Recreation
Professionals, he recently participated with a panel which surveyed the highest rated park and recreation agencies in the United
States to learn that deferred maintenance is their most difficult issue of a long list of issues with which they are concerned daily.

Carthage Deferred Maintenance List by Type
Structures
1. Restrooms at front of Municipal Park. Windows are made of glass blocks and constantly getting broken with rocks. These
blocks must be special ordered and very time consuming to replace There are approximately 25 of the blocks currently
broken.
2. Replace Hog Barn at Fair Grounds.
3. Replace all electrical and lighting in old shop.
4. Demo old Miniature Golf building at Driving Range.
5. Replace chemical storage barn of Golf Course.
6. Replace lights on shelter at Kellogg Lake.
7. Replace railing around shelter at Kellogg Lake.
8. Repair fountain drain at Central Park.
9. Repair west wall inside Civil War Museum.
10. Replace grease trap in basement of Memorial Hall. (We have the part and need to make the time to do it.)

Athletic Fields/Courts
11. Resurface and repaint lines basketball court at Griggs and Carter Parks.

Fencing
12. Repair/replace outfield wall at Rock Stadium. Current wall is cracked and falling in several locations.
13. Replace chain link fence at Rodeo arena
14. Repair and replace sections of pipe fence around golf course.
15. Replace fence around Pickleball courts.
16. Repair/replace most fencing around ball all ball fields at Fair Acres.
17. Add fence along Hole #6. (Debatable but an area on #7 is needed to prevent potential access to the course.)
18. Install fence around west side of Memorial Hall to screen the dumpster.

Turf
19. Repair damage to grounds caused by vehicles driving or doing donuts in the grass at Kellogg, Carter, and Municipal parks.

Forestry
20. Clear trees on golf course on Hole #13.
21. Tree and stump removal from all parks and golf course.

Parking Lots
22. Repaint all parking lines in all parking lots.
23. Asphalt parking lot behind Maintenance building.
24. Repaint parking space lines at Fair Acres.
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Buildings

Maintained

Buildings

Maintained
Municipal Park
Building/Structure Name

Square Feet

Maintenance Category

Skating Rink

11,200

Building

Old Golf Storage

928

Building

Adult Softball Concession

392

Building

Pro Shop

2,684

Building

Park Office

7,200

Building

Old Park Office

714

Building

Old Park Maintenance

2,000

Building

Park Metal Barn

2,160

Building

Pool/Bath House

3,750

Building

Northwest Shelter

693

Building

Northeast Shelter

693

Building

Beef Barn

19,430

Building

Chitwood Pavilion

11,680

Building

Hog Barn

3,648

Building

Fair Concession and Restroom

940

Building

Fair Concession Shelter

500

Building

Fair Rabbit Barn

2,400

Building

Fair Grounds Shelter

600

Building

Municipal Park Restroom

720

Building

New Shelter

2,000

Building

Fierro Shelter

1,200

Building

Saddle Club Restrooms

400

Building

Saddle Club Concession

418

Building

Saddle Club Announcers stand

252

Building

4-H Building

2,400

Building

Rock Stadium Bleachers

7.,450

Park Maintenance

Rock Stadium Lockers and Storage

1,700

Building

T O T A L Square Footage at Municipal Park

88,132
Kellogg Lake

Lakebank Shelter

510

Building

Riverbank Shelter

800

Building

New Shelter

140

Building

T O T A L Kellogg Lake Square Footage

1,450
Fair Acres

Little League Concessions

872

Building

Little League Storage Building

270

Building

Soccer Concessions

920

Building

Softball Concessions

2,000

Building

Softball North Storage

384

Building

Softball North Shelter

600

Building

Softball South Storage

200

Building

Softball South Shelter

600

Building
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Municipal Park
Building/Structure Name

Square Feet

Maintenance Category

Parks Storage Building

600

Building

Parks Shop Building

480

Building

Parks Equipment Barn

2,400

Building

T O T A L Fair Acres Square Footage

9,326
Carter Park

Restroom

392

Building

Shelter 1

792

Building

Shelter 2

285

Building

Shelter 3

285

Building

Shelter 4

285

Building

T O T A L Carter Park Square Footage

2,039
Griggs Park

Restroom

288

Building

Community Garden Storage

64

Building

T O T A L Griggs Park

352
Central Park

Restroom/Bathhouse

837

Building

Bandstand

1,548

Building

Small Shelter

352

Building

T O T A L Central Park Square Footage

2,737

Grand Total All Parks

104,036
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ESRI

Psychographic Data

Graphic Profile
326 Grant St, Carthage, Missouri, 64836
Ring: 30 mile radius

Prepared by Esri
Latitude: 37.17645
Longitude: -94.30969

2020 Population by Race

2020 Population by Age

86.8%
6.8%

250,000

19.5%

<5
5-19
20-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65+

13.8%

200,000

6.6%

150,000
11.9%

100,000

17.2%

2.1%

1.8%

Am .Ind.

Asn/Pac

1.7%

50,000
0

White

Black

4.0%

3.7%

Other

Two+

11.6%
12.7%

2020 Percent Hispanic Origin:7.7%

Households
107,121

105,949

102,586

120,000

2020 Home Value
39.1%

100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000

3.0%
1.8%
4.9%

37.2%

20,000
0

14.0%

Census 2010

2020

<$100K
$100-199K
$200-299K
$300-399K
$400-499K
$500K+

2025
2020-2025 Annual Growth Rate
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Graphic Profile
326 Grant St, Carthage, Missouri, 64836
Ring: 60 mile radius

Prepared by Esri
Latitude: 37.17645
Longitude: -94.30969
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Graphic Profile
326 Grant St, Carthage, Missouri, 64836
Ring: 90 mile radius

Prepared by Esri
Latitude: 37.17645
Longitude: -94.30969
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Funding

Sources

Funding

Sources
Introduction
All municipal agencies search for alternative funding sources to meet the demands placed on them for capital improvements/
facilities, programs, services, maintenance and operations. The City of Carthage is certainly no exception, thus the need to identify
as many sources as possible. The City recognizes that it must embrace a FUNDING STRATEGY THAT:
• continues to acknowledge and embrace its existing relationship in Carthage with the foundations who have funded projects in
the past
• embraces the pursuit of available outside funding sources beyond the existing foundations who have been so generous in the
past
• strives to incorporate staff time within its operating budget that is dedicated to the pursuit of outside funding source

Funding Categories

Traditional Funding

General Fund
Revenue Bonds
Development Impact Fees
Fees and Sales
Various Taxing Methods

Alternative Funding

Philanthropic (Donor Programs and Capital)
Grants
Partnerships (Single agency, Multi-Party, Marketing
Partnerships and Sponsorships)
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Carthage Master Plan Projects and Funding Options
Table 1: Master Plan Projects and Potential Funding Options
Item

Funding Options

Capital Improvement Program for park amenity upgrades and new
facilities/amenities

Missouri State Parks
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
Naming Rights
Park Foundation
Bond Issue
Sales Tax

Recreation Programs

Fees and Charges
Partnerships with other providers as appropriate

Maintenance Program

Sales Tax
General Fund
Special Assessment

Land Acquisition

Sales Tax
Bond Issue
General Fund
Philanthropic Donation/Naming Rights

Trails

Missouri State Parks
Bond Issue
Sales Tax

Funding Sources
Missouri State Parks
LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION FUND (LWCF)
The Land and Water Conservation Fund (LWCF) is federally funded through the U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park
Service. The program is intended to create and maintain a nationwide legacy of high-quality outdoor recreation areas and facilities.
Land and Water Conservation Fund grants are available to cities, counties and school districts to be used for outdoor recreation
projects. Projects require a 50% match. All funded projects must be maintained in perpetuity for public outdoor recreational
purposes. Development and renovation projects must be maintained for a period of 25 years or the life of the manufactured goods.
In Missouri, LWCF is currently open to local governments and public school for the acquisition, development and renovation of
outdoor recreation sites.
OUTDOOR RECREATION LEGACY PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM (ORLP)
The Outdoor Recreation Legacy Partnership Program (ORLP) is a grant program funded through the U.S. Department of the
Interior, National Park Service. The ORLP was created in 2014 as a complement to the Land and Water Conservation Fund grant
program. It seeks to identify and highlight new ways of promoting opportunities for expanding outdoor play in areas with great
need and supports the creation or significant renovation of state or locally-owned parks and other outdoor recreation spaces in
urban areas.
For 2021, a total of $150 million nationwide are available for outdoor recreation projects (a combination of grant funds
appropriated by Congress in FY20 and FY21). Eligible applicants include other state agencies and local governments such as cities,
counties, and special purpose districts, such as park districts, within urbanized areas as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau and
with populations of 50,000 or more residents.
The project request amount is a maximum of $5 million and a minimum of $300,000. The Missouri Department of Natural
Resources has been designated the lead agency in Missouri. When the next grant round for ORLP is available, information
about the notice of funding opportunity and application information can be submitted through the Department’s online Funding
Opportunities Portal.
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RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROGRAM
The Recreational Trails Program (RTP) is federally funded through the Department of Transportation's Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA). The purpose of this program is to promote motorized and non-motorized recreational trails.
Recreational Trails Program grants are available to local and state governments, school districts, for-profit and non-profit
organizations and businesses. Eligible project categories include constructing new recreational trails, maintaining or renovating
existing trails, developing or renovating trailheads or trail amenities, acquiring land for recreational trails, or purchasing or leasing
trail maintenance equipment. Project sponsors must contribute a minimum match of 20% of the total cost of the project.
HISTORIC PRESERVATION FUND GRANTS
The Historic Preservation Fund Program (HPF) is federally funded through the Department of the Interior, National Park Service.
The purpose of this program is to accelerate historic preservation activities in Missouri. Historic Preservation Fund grants
are available to Certified Local Governments (CLG), all county governmental entities, municipalities, and qualified non-profit
organizations with historic preservation mission. Eligible projects generally include survey and evaluation of historic properties
to determine National Register of Historic Places eligibility, preservation planning, education and outreach projects, and building
specific preservation plans. Project sponsors must contribute a minimum match of 40% of the total cost of the project.

Sports and Recreation Grants
More than 65 grants are available in Missouri for sports and recreation. The grants can be found at Missouri Grant Watch. The link
to that site is: https://missouri.grantwatch.com/cat/34/sports-and-recreation-grants.html

Other Grant Sources
Numerous other grant sources can be found at the website of the National Recreation and Park Association. The link to those
sources is: https://www.nrpa.org/our-work/Grant-Fundraising-Resources/

Playgrounds
There are numerous grant opportunities available for playgrounds. The link to those opportunities is: https://www.playandpark.
com/funding/grant-opportunities?search_mode=all&category%3Atype=94%7C90

State Parks and Historic Preservation Financial Opportunities
There are numerous grants and other financial assistance to create, maintain, and enjoy Missouri’s great outdoors. The Missouri
State Historic Preservation Office link is: https://dnr.mo.gov/financial-opportunities/state-parks-historic-preservation

General Grant Contact
The office of Senator Roy Blunt has guidance and key resource assistance for federal grants, loans, and nonfinancial assistance.
The link to Senator Blunt’s website is: https://www.blunt.senate.gov/working-for-missouri/grant-information

Federal Grant Opportunities
The link to grants available through the federal government, the link is: https://www.info.com/serp?q=list%20of%20
government%20grants&segment=info.0589&s1aid=2113857674&s1cid=12248447728&s1agid=116783620985&s1kid=kwd111836476&utm_source=adwords&gclid=CjwKCAjwyvaJBhBpEiwA8d38vPcaXGVK0u-K1MNrciCBLxSjnVju8dD7wUDByAreE9I2jgej5
HAdDhoCk7QQAvD_BwE
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